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Antiques & Fine Art

10.
A collection of racing and breeding
Gainsborough bound volumes, and Al
Maktoum Blood Stocks ranging from 19822005 not inclusive £100-200

19.
A collection of beads and charms,
including a snake vertebrae, three late 19th
Century ivory worked bangles, a string of
prayer beads etc £100-150

1.
An early 20th century Zenith bracket
clock, by Turler Zurich-Bern, black painted
surround and heightened in gilt, on a bracket
support 51cm high without bracket £50-100

11.
20th Century, continental school, oil
on board, water mill south of France, signed
indistinctly lower right, framed, 34 cm x 44 cm
£100-150

20.
A West African tribal ‘god’ vessel,
used in worship of the head, of conical shape
with strung shells and plaited leather bands on
a hide base with lift off lid, 16 cm high x 11 cm
diameter £100-150

2.
An Art Deco Staffordshire jug and
basin set, transfer printed in colours £50-100

12.
A collection of Maling lustre ware,
decorated with various transfer printed
patterns of flowers, grotesques and fruit
together with a Lorna Bailey bulbous pagoda
garden pattern vase, 17 cm high £100-150

21.
A West African beadwork cylindrical
box, the body with all over bands decorated
with face and lozenge design with lift off
lid surmounted with an exotic bird under a
pagoda, 22 cm high £150-200

13.
A Minton figure of The Sheikh, in
pottery and bronzed metal and two Asian
teapots £50-100

22.
A collection of West African, mostly
Nigerian charms, including a Devil example,
another for warding off evil and a bound rock
£100-150

3.
A 17th Century carved bone cane
handle, with Latin inscription of L form dated
1630, 11 cm £50-100
4.
A pair of 19th Century Staffordshire
candlesticks, mauve and gilt, one af, 21 cm
high together with a pair of reproduction
Staffordshire flatback figures of pheasants 25
cm high £50-100

14.
An early 20th Century Nigerian
African carved God of Twins, Abeji, 21 cm high
£100-150
15.
A collection of mid Century African,
mostly Nigerian leather, and straw and rattan
work £50-100

23.
An Edward VII silver and mother of
pearl shell bowl, dated London 1907, 16 cm x
7 cm high together with a fossilised ammonite,
13 cm x 10 cm and another shell £50-100
24.
A small collection of African gourds,
a hide vase and horn carving £50-100
25.
A beadwork bowl, a quill box and
other items £50-100

5.
A collection of paper money, English
and world, mostly occupation British armed
forces, Japanese government etc £100-150
6.
A small collection of pewter, hotel
plate, smoking pipes and other items £50-100
7.
A reproduction American cased wall
clock, with Westminster chime, movement
marked Sligh, 78 cm high £50-100

16.
A carved West African hardwood
stool, on a three stem support united by an
oval pedestal, the top carved with mother and
two children, 26 cm diameter x 26 cm high
£100-150

8.
Two brass doorstops, in the form
of a pheasant on fence, 43 cm high and a lion
rampant, 33 cm high £50-100
9.
An early 20th Century Smiths
electric regulator clock, white face with Arabic
numerals, in a hardwood glazed fronted case,
135 cm long £100-120
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

17.
Two carved African mythical beasts,
the wooden carved figures modelled as a
flightless bird and anthropomorphic dog, both
af £50-100
18.
An ancient carved wooden African
game, with twelve circular recesses, a balance
toy, various carved figures etc
£100-150

26.
A Nigerian beadwork fly swish, an
African knife, hair comb and spoon
£50-100
27.
A pair of carved bowls, drinking cups
and other African carved bowls £50-100
28.
A collection of Chinese and oriental
items, including porcelain and white metal
bowls, scent bottles, opium pipe, modern
scrolls, hardwood figures etc £100-200
29.
A Clarice Cliff Newport pottery
tapering vase, with budgies, 32 cm high
£50-100
30.
A bronze art nouveau style figurine,
by Pitta Luga, on hardwood base, modelled as
femme fatale, 53 cm high £50-100
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31.
A WMF claret jug, with pewter
mounts stamped to base of handle having
engraved glass body, chips to base, together
with a WMF twin handled pewter and glass
vase with grape and vine design, a bird shaped
modern decanter with pewter mounts and a
brass art nouveau pin tray £100-200

39.
A Royal Doulton two tone stoneware
and silver tobacco jar and cover, 15 cm high
£50-100
40.
An opera top hat, by Christys’
London, approx 7 1/4 together with a collection
of pens including a Parker fountain pen, a Suter
wristwatch etc £50-100

50.
A 19th Century Sevres style
porcelain part tea service, having painted
central decoration of Asiatic pheasants
surrounded by a powder blue border with
oval cartouches decorated with painted birds
heightened in gilt, some with red factory mark
to base £150-200

41.
A pair of glass chandeliers, of domed
form with basket prism drop, approx 46 cm
£100-150
42.
A Middle Eastern tray, in copper
together with a set of dominoes, cribbage
board and draughts, Victorian teaset and
various other items (parcel) £100-150

51.
A George II leather bound Bible,
and book of common prayer published by John
Baskett Oxford dated 1740 £400-600
52.
A collection of American satirical
pen and ink cartoons, by Rayon, Art Gates and
others £50-100

32.
A Japanese Meiji period Kodansu
cabinet, 42 cm x 36 cm x 19 cm wide £100-150
33.
Two Japanese table top cabinets,
both lacquered, one with mother of pearl inlay,
fitted with drawers, 28 cm x 28 cm x 17 cm and
29 cm x 28 cm x 12 cm £100-200

43.
A collection of miniatures
£100-150
44.
A 19th Century Chinese blue and
white baluster vase, with bronzed panels, four
character mark to base, 28 cm high £50-100
45.
A collection of Chinese hardstone
carved animals, including a rose quartz lion, a
jade sleeping dog, an amethyst mythical beast
and other items £100-120
46.
Five bound volumes, by the Right
Hon Lord Denning, one with annotation and
two signed together with a letter dated 12th
May 1983 from Lord Denning £50-100

34.
A 16th Century Chinese archaic
shaped bronze twin handled footed bowl, 15
cm wide x 19 cm high £50-100
35.
A late 18th/early 19th Century
portrait miniature, of a young man marked
verso John Bowie, 6.5 cm x 5 cm together with
a Berlin plaque of young girl in turban, 7.5 cm x
6 cm £100-150

47.
A mahogany and satin strung mantel
clock, with French drum movement, white
enamel face, roman numerals, 27 cm high
£50-100

38.
A part suite of Venetian style
glassware, comprising goblets, champagne
bowls etc £50-100

54.
A collection of Lladro figures,
including two figurines of Eskimos, another of
girl with puppies, pussy cat and nun (5)
£50-100
55.
A collection of Wade stoneware
turtles, dishes, boxes, miniatures etc together
with various other models of turtles £50-100
56.
A collection of Doulton, Royal Albert,
Wade and Lladro models of cats, including Tom
with Jerry, Tom Kitten, a flambé Noke cat and
others £50-100
57.
A pair of Beswick models of
Meerkats, with certificates £50-100
58.
A collection of toad and frog related
items, teapot, money box, large jug, egg cup,
milk jug and candle snuffer £100-150
59.
A collection of miscellaneous Wade
figurines, including brown spaniel dog, grey
haired rabbit, two Alice in Wonderlands, two
figures of seated gentleman and teddy bear,
two scottie dogs etc £50-100

36.
A small collection of Herend
porcelain animal figurines, including a pair
of rabbits, a duck etc in greens and reds
heightened in gilt £50-100
37.
A collection of sundries, to include
a tea caddy, a twin handled tray with later
coloured print, a Mappin and Webb silver hair
brush, lacquered glove boxes and other items
£100-200

53.
An art deco oak tambour front
stationery cabinet, 24 cm wide x 21 cm high x
16 cm deep £50-100

48.
A Kate Malone for James Kent flesh
pot, stoneware bowl, decorated with moulded
design of fish, lobsters and seaweed, 25 cm
diameter £50-100
49.
A collection of early 20th Century
baby clothes and linen, including a Swiss made
silk cardigan, a Harvey Nicholls girls dress,
blankets etc £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

60.
A Beswick pottery model of a seated
toad, no 368, together with a Sylvac frog
money box and a Wade frog money box
£50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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61.
A collection of miscellaneous
pottery, porcelain and metalware figures of
frogs and toads £50-100

72.
A collection of Chinese 20th Century
stoneware figures, depicting Gods, elders,
workmen etc with hardwood stands and a
brass model of a lion dog £100-200

79.
A collection of six Goebel Hummel
figures, including Boots, Goose Girl etc
£50-100

62.
A collection of Beatrix Potter seated
figures, Mr Jackson and Mr Jeremy Fisher (8)
£50-100
63.
Four large Royal Albert and Beswick
figures of Mr Jeremy Fisher, modelled seated
£50-100

73.
An art glass dish, of elliptical form
with green centre, 37 cm x 35 cm £50-100
74.
A pair of 19th Century Staffordshire
spaniels, with glass eyes heightened in gilt, 29
cm high together with a collection of various
pottery and porcelain figurines including Royal
Doulton, Royal Worcester, Lladro etc £50-100
64.
Royal Doulton stoneware model of
The Toad Rock, Tunbridge Wells, with lift off
lid, possibly a tobacco jar, 14 cm high x 14 cm
wide £50-100

80.
An R.Lalique Orleans moulded
glass vase, with opalescent body, acid etched
signature to base R Lalique France, 20 cm high
x 23 cm diameter £600-800
81.
A 19th Century Indian brass pot,
with banded globular design, on an associated
hardwood stand, pot 12 cm high £50-100

75.
A Mintons blue and white willow
pattern fruit bowl, a Royal Doulton Victory
and Peace Mug 1919 from Caerphilly, a
Crown Devon Fieldings twin handled posy
cup, two Beatrix Potter figures and an Alice in
Wonderland figure £50-100

65.
A Victorian hand coloured Atlas of
the world, a John Drew chronological charts,
ancient history and geography and another
atlas £50-100
66.
A bound volume of the Illustrated
London News c1855, from January - June
together with the Illustrated Sporting and
Dramatic News from September 1878 - March
1879 £50-100
82.
A mid 19th Century French portrait
miniature, signed Bonet, of young woman with
blue eyes and floral bouquet, framed, 8 cm x 6
cm £100-200

76.
A carved Asian figure of a seated
elder, in lotus position with hands together on
a naturalistic base, 40 cm high £50-100
67.
Six bound volumes, Winston
Churchill the Second World War, First Edition,
with authors note 15 July 1948 £50-100

77.
A pair of column brass and glass oil
lamps, with one white opaque glass shade and
two chimneys, lamps 60 cm high £50-100

68.
An Oilvetti typewriter, in blue
£50-100
69.
A Liberty scarf, paisley pattern,
a Herbert Johnson bowler hat 7 1/8, and a
snakeskin handbag £50-100
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84.
An eight branch brass chandelier,
with scroll arms and stylised scroll griffins on
a bulbous shaped centre column with mythical
bird top, 56 cm high x 47 cm wide and another
brass example £100-150
85.
A bronze casting of a winged
maiden, with laurel leaves in outstretched
arms on square base with scrolled bracket feet,
27 cm high £100-150

70.
A collection of Portmeirion, a pair
of Norfolk Doulton Burslem jugs, a Wedgwood
blue and white wall plaque with landscape
blue and white pattern, modern carpet balls
etc £50-100
71.
Haku Maki, artist proof, screen print,
Poem 6743, framed and glazed, 18 cm x 14
cm together with another by the same artist
and two limited edition 1970s moulded paper
prints by Hung dated 77 and 79 £100-200

83.
A mahogany brass bound writing
slope, with leather fitted interior, 40 cm x 14
cm high x 24 cm deep, together with a 19th
Century sarcophagus shaped tea caddy, 31
cm wide x 15 m high x 16 cm deep and a twin
handled copper bound oak tray, 64 cm x 43 cm
£100-120

86.
A collection of alabaster inlaid
hardstone and mother of pearl coasters,
boxes and other items
£50-100
78.
A pair of German stoneware twin
handled vases, with blue raised floral design,
impressed mark to base M & W, 20 cm high
£50-100

87.
A Middle Eastern alabaster inlaid
box and cover, with malachite and mother of
pearl together with a similar decorated beaker
and two other boxes and covers £50-100
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88.
A large Middle Eastern alabaster
inlaid circular tray, decorated with floral
design in carnelian, lapis etc 44 cm diameter
together with two other circular dishes and
four rectangular plaques £50-100

106.
A 20th Century Benin carving of
five figures and one umbrella, 28 cm x 60 cm
together with an octagonal African carving of
African animals, 58 cm square £50-100

98.
Neil Dalrymple, a shoal of stoneware
fish, dated from 1987, 1988, 1989 etc (5)
£200-300

89.
C Low, early 20th Century,
watercolour, silver birch and pond, signed
lower left, 33 cm x 49 cm together with a
19th Century watercolour of grounds at villa
palladium, unsigned 31 cm x 45 cm
£50-100

99.
A collection of eleven Feather
Gallery limited edition hand carved bird
models, including two Atlantic Puffins, Giant
Kingfisher, Lilac Breasted Roller, Grey Loerie etc
£100-150
100.
Three carved wooden bird figures,
by Geoffrey Bickley together with a bronze
Tiger Tops paw print from Nepal and a Lion cub
paw print from Kenya £50-100

107.

A Beswick grey pony, £50-80

108.
A collection of Beswick and other
pottery and bronzed figures of horses
£100-120
109.
A pair of pottery bulldog figurines, a
Royal Doulton prowling cat, Sarah HN 3384 and
other items £50-100

90.
A pair of 19th Century gilt metal and
bronzed table lamps, by Gagneau, depicting
winged cherubs and exotic birds within an egg
and dart scroll and bead and shell borders,
signed to base, 24 cm high £100-200
91.
A 19th Century rosewood and cut
glass scent bottle box, 14 cm wide x 14 cm
deep x 11 cm high £50-100
101.
A large collection of modern Chinese
porcelain domestic ware, including a famille
verte ginger jar and cover, a polychrome
decorated set of rice bowls and side plates, a
lazy susan and other items (two boxes)
£100-200
102.
A collection of glass paperweights,
including two Perth examples, various
Caithness and others £50-100
92.
A 19th Century Crown Derby scallop
shaped oval dish, with hand painted floral
decoration heightened in gilt, 31 cm
£50-100

103.
A 17th Century later coloured map
of Surrey, by William Kip and Johannes Norden
30 cm x 39 cm together with a William Kip later
coloured 17th Century map of Rutland, 30 cm
x 24 cm £100-150

93.
A pair of Dutch Delft blue and white
plates, 22 cm diameter £50-100

104.
A 17th Century later coloured map
of Edinburgh, 33 cm x 45 cm £100-150

110.
A collection of silk scarves and other
items £50-100
111.
A Victorian mahogany twin handled
writing slope, 46 cm x 25 cm deep x 15 cm
high, various cameras and a 1937 Coronation
dish £50-100
112.
A cased antler handled carving set,
with Sheffield steel Cavendish blade together
with another pair with Sollingen silver plated
blade £50-100
113.
A Parker fountain pen, cased with
cardboard sleeve £50-100

94.
A collection of 1960s and later
annuals, comic and TV and film £50-100
95.
A pair of 19th Century Staffordshire
watch holders, in the form of a seated Highland
couple, she with tambourine, he with lute, 23
cm high £50-100

114.
A pair of Japanese ivory shibayama
and hardwood gaming counters, inlaid with
mother of pearl, hardstone etc £200-300

96.
A Royal Crown Derby porcelain pig
paperweight, lacking stopper, a spelter pig pin
cushion and a Beswick C H Wall Queen model
of a sow £50-100
97.
A large Japanese porcelain jar and
cover, modelled as a pig in the imari colours,
45 cm x 23 cm high x 24 cm deep
£50-100

115.
A Chinese painted metal sensor, 28
cm high £50-100
116.
An early 20th Century Indian brass
seated God, with raised sword, 14 cm high
£120-150
105.
A modern Moorcroft Florian Dream
pottery vase, boxed and cardboard sleeve, 16
cm high £100-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

117.
Stewart Brown, late 20th Century,
oil on board, Plockton Wester Ross Scotland,
signed lower right dated 1978, 29 cm x 32 cm
£50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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132.
A collection of corkscrews, all
pull examples, including two vine handled
examples one with metal plate Eugen Riemann
Osnabruck, an ice hammer modelled as a
mountain pick, a silver plated pourer with boar
finial, and others etc £50-100
133.
Four 20th Century rachet and pin
metal corkscrews, together with a Heeley
Double Lever example, an Eterno Brev
Cardini Omegna lever, another and a ‘Popular
Champagne tap’ boxed £50-100
118.
A H Findley, watercolours, pair of,
woods with bluebells, both signed lower right,
37 cm x 26 £80-120
119.
John Shapland, watercolour, Castle
Rock Lynton, signed lower left, 38 cm x 27 cm
£100-120
120.
Mary Miller Watt, oil on board,
Magnolia in a leach pot, gallery label verso,
signed lower left, framed, 50 cm x 36 cm
£50-100
121.
G Togati, 20th Century, oil on canvas,
Paris street scene, signed lower right, framed,
60 cm x 120 cm £100-150

126.
A Regency mahogany cased
decanter box, containing six square gilt bottles
with stoppers, two matching glasses contained
in the lid and four George III silver decanter
labels London 1812 for Curacao, Sloe Gin,
Vanerhum & Rum 27 cm wide X 23 cm high X
18 cm deep £300-500
127.
A collection of empty large wine and
champagne bottles, including a Salmanazar
Laurent-Perrier 66 cm high, two Jeroboam
1983 Margaux Brane-Cantenac 47 cm high, an
Imperial 1990 Margaux Chateau Palmer and
three others (7) £120-180
128.
A Georgian mahogany brass bound
writing slope, with fitted interior and slide out
drawer to base, 38 cm wide x 25 cm deep x 19
cm high £100-120

134.
A pair of early 19th Century pottery
dated twin handled frog loving cups, of conical
shape with blue and ochre flowers and leaves,
inscribed Peter Bates 1802 13 cm high (af to
handle) £100-120
135.
A Rosenthal seal by Fritz Diller,
together with a continental porcelain asparagus
box and cover (af) and a cabinet plate (3)
£50-100
136.
A
Caithness
glass
‘Myriad’
paperweight, another glass example with
mauve design, two glass shells and other items
etc £50-100
137.
A collection of leather folding photo
frames, together with Royal Fusiliers diecast
figure and other items £50-100

122.
An early 20th Century collectors
case, with various natural history specimens in
twelve drawers, 56 cm x 66 cm x 30 cm
£100-150

138.
A set of eight Winchester College
coloured framed prints, including ‘Exterior of
School Room’ by Charles W Radclyffe & D Nutt,
three others of the same series Head Masters
House, The Warden’s House & Library with
college towers’ together with four Ackerman’s
examples all framed (8) £100-200

123.
A shagreen art deco scent bottle
case, with a matching shagreen and metal
bottle case £120-180
124.
A Prince Charles and Lady Diana
Spencer Royal Wedding Brick, the house brick
with impressed lettering and dated 1981, 22
cm wide x 11 cm deep 6.5 cm high £50-100

129.
An 18th Century Chinese export
armorial barrel jug, the blue and white
decoration with a double strap handle,
underglaze blue rim, with shield shape swag
crest and the legend ‘To pass away the gloomy
night’, 21 cm high £120-180
130.
A hardwood, white metal and
stained bone folding backgammon and chess
board, with leather fold out case containing
counters, silver scroll mounts both sides of the
board 34 cm wide open x 27 cm deep x 7 cm
closed £50-100
131.
A early 20th Century travelling
games set, comprising a chess board with
pieces and counters, playing cards etc,
together with a set of 51 prisoner of war bone
and ebony domino’s, a set of cased coloured
gaming counters, and a Hamleys Mah Jongg set
etc £100-150

125.
A Regency gilt wood carved convex
mirror, surmounted by an eagle upon a plinth
of acanthus leaves, the circular frame with
beaded border and leaf drop, framing label for
William Wade verso, 118 cm x 72 cm £600-800
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

139.
A large 19th Century copper twin
handled pot and cover, of diamond form, with
engraved initials GB, 73 cm long, together with
a large twin handled preserve pan, a copper
bowl and stand and other similar items etc
£100-150
140.
A 19th Century mahogany veneered
dressing table mirror, together with a
limited edition print of a Stag by Peter Dik
1/50, a photographic portrait study, and a
reproduction map (4) £50-100
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150.
A Victorian silver and cut glass
scent bottle, of bombe shape, screw off lid
embossed with flowers, on a hobnail cut body,
17 cm high, London 1887, together with a
silver topped whisky water jug and two other
items £50-100

141.
Mrs Fraser 1915 watercolour, The
Long Border Hurstbourne’ signed lower right,
24 cm x 34 cm framed and glazed £50-100

151.
A Victorian gold, agate enamel
mourning brooch, the oval banded stone
having an ouroboros wrapped around with
rough cut diamond eyes, in black enamel (af)
the box back with lock of blonde hair, 4.5 cm
long, together with a Celtic cross gold charm
£100-120

142.
Leon Lang (1899-1983) French,
Lithograph, Jardins du Luxembourg’ limited
edition 12/12 signed to border lower right,
gallery label verso ‘The Redfern Gallery Ltd’
dated July 16th 1971 23 cm x 33 cm £50-100

158.
A commemorative Australian cricket
ball, from the 2005/06 season, in fitted case,
no 346/1000 £50-100
159.
A 19th Century tortoiseshell box,
hinged lid, with quarter veneered top, (af to
side) together with various other boxes some
carved, inlaid and painted etc £50-100

143.
Norwegian School, 19th Century
watercolours, a pair, one signed lower right ‘On
The Bolstad Fiord Norway’ 17 cm x 38 cm & ‘A
Village Scene in Norway’ 17 cm x 31 cm both
framed and glazed (2) £50-100
152.
A gilt spelter mantle clock, the white
enamel face with black Roman numerals,
French drum movement, incised in an ornate
bracket case surmounted by a knight standing
against a ruin, 38 cm high £100-150
153.
A Victorian cranberry glass and brass
oil lamp, the Rococo style stem supporting a
moulded and gilt decorated reservoir 42 cm
high, together with another cut glass oil lamp
36 cm high (2) £100-150
144.
John Speed ‘Barkshire Described’,
parts later coloured, framed and glazed 39 cm
x 52 cm £200-300
145.
A Regency gilt mirror, with arched
and basket of fruit and grape and vine all over
design , 93 cm x 48 cm £200-300

157.
A Caithness glass ‘Ringstand’
paperweight, together with six other
paperweights and another shaped like a
brilliant cut diamond (8) £50-100

160.
A 19th Century continental black
glass ovoid vase, with elongated neck, painted
with a pair of song birds within blossom, on a
dark ground, with white banding, 33 cm high
£50-100
161.
An Edwardian eight day mantle
clock, white enamel face with Roman
numerals, within an arched mahogany case
chequered strung, on a plinth base and bun
feet, with eight day movement, dial marked
Conduit St, 26 cm high x 17 cm wide x 11.5 cm
deep £50-100

154.
A collection of Nao figures, including
a ballerina, a figure of boys having a pillow
fight, girl shepherdess and others some with
hardwood stands etc £100-120
155.
Four Nao figures, all modelled as
birds, swans and cranes (4) £50-100

146.
A 19th Century Dutch silver
embossed beaker surround, with British
import marks London 1902 Berthold Muller,
together with a silver miniature twin handled
trophy cup, cocktail shaker and other items etc
£50-100

162.
Webb Scottish School Early 20th
Century oil on board, Loch view with highlands’
signed and dated 1911 24 cm x 38 cm framed
and glazed £100-150

147.
An Eterna gold plated fob watch,
together with a 19th Century horn and brass
quill cutter, three glass animals a leather cased
glass measure and other items etc £50-100

163.
A collection of Nao figures, modelled
as a clown, girl with bonnet, seated boy etc
£50-100

148.
Memory
two sets
Sons etc

164.
A collection of plaster wall plaques,
together with two 19th Century porcelain
continental porcelain spill vases surmounted
with figures £50-100

A quantity of gilt metal tokens, In
of the good old days’, together with
of livery buttons on set by Firmin &
£50-100

149.
A quantity of British Empire and
world coins, including paper money etc
£50-100

156.
A modern brass and glass hour
glass, three turned supports, 25 cm high
£50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

165.
A 19th Century gilt spelter and
alabaster mantle clock, under a glass dome
on a wooden plinth base, the clock surround
with decorative scene of a farming couple, with
original receipt dated 1891, 41 cm high x 39 cm
wide £50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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166.
A late 19th Century cotton twist
stem wine glass, together with trumpet wine
glass with air twist stem on a domed foot (2)
£100-120
167.
A late 19th Century engraved wine
goblet, engraved with Roses engraved ‘Fiat’
20 cm high, together with a cranberry glass
comport and cover on colourless stem 20 cm
high (3) £100-120

174.
An 18th Century continental
porcelain oval box with hinged lid, decorated
with a couple within a landscape, against a
pink ground together with an 18th Century
enamel patch box with mirror interior and lid
decorated with a cherub playing the flute (2)
£60-100
175.
The War Cartoons of Louis
Raemaekers, First Series, printed by George
Pulman & Sons Ltd, 1916, the series of 50
plates showing some graphic war images,
missing 7 plates, AF, in original folder
£100-150

180.
A pair of 19th Century continental
porcelain figural candle sticks, modelled as a
fashionable man and women holding flowers
on ornate bases, marked to base underglaze
blue crossed swords 25 cm high (2) £50-100
181.
A large Volkstedt porcelain figure of
a woman, in fashionable dress, on a circular
base 46 cm high £50-100

176.
Lucien
Davis
(1860-1941)
Watercolour, The Wedding, signed lower left,
28 cm x 21 cm, together with another entitled
Shop Interior, 28 cm x 23 cm (2) £100-120
182.
An Edwardian gentleman’s travelling
double cased scent bottles, the rectangular
glass bottles with acid etched and enamel
banding to shoulders with screw off tops in
leather case, 13 cm high x 9 cm wide x 7 cm
deep £30-50

168.
A collection of 18th and 19th
Century later coloured maps, including J Cary
Devon, J Ellis Middlesex 1766, a 1721 London
to Montgomery road map, and others together
with a watercolour of St Ives etc £100-120

183.
A collection of Lladro porcelain
and stoneware figures, including a stoneware
bisque example of a young girl with hands held
behind her back, another of a wedding couple,
a girl with flowers and song bird, others and a
model of a hound by Szeiler
£50-100

169.
A part dinner and tea set of Royal
Albert ‘Old Country Roses’, comprising a tea
pot and lid, sugar bowl, cream jug, cup and
saucer, dinner plates, side plates, lunch plates,
sauce boat and stand and two small dishes
£100-150

184.
A quantity of Poole Pottery, all hand
painted floral design, including vases, plates,
bowls, a Carter Stabler Adams terracotta ‘goes
under’ and others etc £50-100

170.
An Eetrite 24 carat gold plated
canteen of flatware, in a fitted oak case
£50-100
177.
Lucien
Davis
(1860-1941)
Watercolour, The Letter, 35 cm x 26 cm
together with another entitled The Admirer, 30
cm x 20 cm (2) £100-120

185.
A marble carving of the recumbent
Florentine boar, 16 cm wide x 15 cm high
together with an associated wall mounted
plinth £50-100
186.
An 18th Century pewter bowl, of
shallow form with banded centre circle having
strike marks to base with prancing stag and
Ianson, 37 cm diameter £50-100

171.
A Robert Niederer glass wall light
fitting, the spiral wire fitting supporting tear
shaped glass with coloured liquid £50-80
172.
A pair of paste set 19th Century
buckles, a perspex and paste necklace, a
collection of buckles and a butterfly brooch
£60-100

178.
Lucien
Davis
(1860-1941)
Watercolour, The Courtship, 35 cm x 25 cm
plus another, At The Palace, 26 cm x 22 cm (2)
£100-120

173.
An 18th Century delft box and cover,
by Andreas Kordenbusch, of shaped outline,
domed lid painted with a musician and base
exterior decorated with landscapes 6.5 cm
£100-200

179.
Lucien
Davis
(1860-1941)
Watercolour, George V at his desk with
attendee, 25 cm x 30 cm, together with
another Mother and Daughter, signed lower
right, 37 cm x 25 cm (2) £100-120
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187.
Heinrich Hoffritz, 20th Century, oil
on board, pine forest landscape, signed lower
left, dated 1913, 31 cm x 47 cm
£100-120
188.
G Rosenberger, German/Danish
school, 20th Century, oil on canvas, landscape
with lakes, signed lower right, framed, 58 cm x
83 cm £100-120
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189.
After the antique, an 18th Century
bronze vase, of conical shape with overlaid
draped decoration surmounted by two mythical
beasts on associated tapered supports and
hardstone plinth, 13 cm high x 8 cm £50-100

205.
Late 19th Century Fan, the double
silk leaf is lined by paper and embroidered with
birds, flowers and butterflies on cream fabric.
The verso painted with eagles, parrots and
plants on aqua fabric. Ivory sticks and guards
(30cm) circa.1890, Chinese Export £70-100
206.
An early 19th Century long case
clock, the eight day movement by James
Woods, with brass chapter ring, second
subsidiary second dial and date, in an oak case,
with carved hood £80-120

190.
An Indian bronze plaque, depicting
four armed warrior within an arched frame,
14.5 cm x 10 cm together with a similar brass
example, 20 cm x 11 cm (2) £100-120
191.
An oval gilt frame, together with a
quantity of 1940s rainbow and fashion brand
crepe paper and various other items including
an early 20th Century lily vase, moulded glass,
tapered design on square base, 61 cm high
£50-100
192.
A Villeroy and Boch stoneware fish
service, together with a Johnson Brothers
Indian Tree pattern tea service £30-50
193.
A 19th Century wooden box, with
inscription to front ‘One Bar Gold’ and various
numbers, 27 cm wide x 15 cm deep x 10 cm
high £20-30
194.
A continental stoneware oval slip
decorated dish, a pair of green pottery planters
and a pair of porcelain plates £20-30

199.
A collection of 18th Century and
later hand coloured maps, to include two road
maps from London to Buckingham by John
Ogilvy another of Buckingham to Bridgnorth,
various later coloured county maps of
Hertfordshire, Middlesex and Buckinghamshire
by Thomas Kitchin, Robert Morden and others
and a 19th Century album of London and
Environs in blue folio £100-150
200.
A
collection
of
Royal
Commemorative glass engraved goblets, and
tankards including a Silver Jubilee Stewart
example, a Princess Anne and Captain Mark
Phillips Whitefriars wine glass, two Prince of
Wales examples and others £30-50

207.
Three original bound volumes,
from the Chief Information Officer from the
Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
by B.P Barker, together with bound volumes
with maps, seating plans, seat tickets, and
printed Coronation material and two copper
plate engraving printers blocks of Ghandi and
another £100-200
208.
An early 20th Century ebony and
boar tusk mounted walking stick, 91 cm long
£50-100

201.
A collection of 19th Century and
later drinking glasses, including a toasting
glass, three cranberry examples and others
(parcel) £30-50
202.
20th Century, etching, Durham
Cathedral, signed to lower border, Howard or
similar, 31 cm x 37 cm, together with three
20th Century watercolours, British Street
scenes, one by Tom Harlands of cottage 30 cm
x 48 cm £30-50
203.
Magnus Irvin, Contemporary, British,
limited edition print, Scissor City II, 1/16, signed
lower right, with Royal Cambrian Academy
Catalogue and letter from artist, image size 117
cm x 65 cm £100-200

209.
Claire Verity, contemporary, pastel,
Terrier, signed lower right, 37 cm x 34 cm
£50-100
210.
A pair of ebony and bone elephant
book rests, three other elephants, and a
plaster owl sculpture £50-100
211.
A Chinese celadon polychrome
plate, a Sevres styles egg trinket box, an art
deco frosted glass dressing table clock, a small
quantity of costume jewellery, an art deco vase
and other items £50-100

195.
A set of W & T Avery brass balance
scales, on mahogany plinth support, 41 cm x
28 cm £50-100
196.
A 19th Century embroidered
practice panel, with various different styles of
needle and cross stitch, 45 cm x 21 cm £20-30
197.
A George V silver cigarette case, a
walnut cased metronome and a cased writing
instrument box £50-100
198.
A small collection of miscellaneous
items, including various hardstones and rough
amber pebbles, a bone thimble case, four
hardstone pellets and North American Indian
comb etc £50-100

212.
A German walnut veneered wall
mounting clock, with raised pediment,
surmounted with plaster eagle, 107 cm
£50-100
204.
Mid 19th Century Fan, cream double
silk leaf finely embroidered with birds, flowers
and butterflies. The verso embroidered with
flowers, grasshoppers and butterflies. Ivory
sticks and guards carved with flowers and
figures in pagodas. The guards finely pierced
with floral decorations and figures. Cream
tassel. Held within an oriental box with gilt
decoration and a painted silk interior displaying
birds and flowers (30cm) circa.1870, Chinese
export £400-600

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

213.
An early 20th Century brass coal
scuttle with lid, pair of candlesticks, a Ferndale
coal miners lamp and other items £50-100
214.
A pair of Dutch, early 20th Century
stylised coloured stencilled wall plaques,
rectangular wooden panels painted in colours
of Dutch boy with smoked fish and Dutch girl
with pails of milk, 56 cm x 31 cm together with
a 19th Century continental pottery wall plaque
moulded design of a fashionable couple and
songbirds within rococo frame painted in
colours, 42 cm x 48 cm £50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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215.
Three
Featherstone
Robson
etchings, London, 26 cm x 13 cm together with
an etching of Lincoln Cathedral, 21 cm x 29 cm
£50-100
216.
A John Ogilby 18th Century road
map, Bristol to Exeter, later coloured, 35 cm x
45 cm together with another John Ogilby road
map, Oxford to Bristol, 33 cm x 44 cm and two
other county maps £100-120
217.
A pair of arts and crafts copper
ashtrays, centred with 1797 Matthew Boulton
bun pennies £50-100
218.
A walnut and brass bound casket
letter box, an inlaid mahogany card box, a pair
of ivory opera glasses another pair and other
items £100-200
219.
An art deco mahogany mantel clock,
with inlaid decoration, 32 cm x 32 cm together
with a mahogany Edward VII inlaid hour glass
mantel clock, 22 cm high £50-100

220.
A Canton famille rose teapot, a
ginger jar and cover, a Chinese famille rose
teapot with children within landscape and a
similar decorated cup £50-100
221.
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses
tea service, setting for six together with a
Czechoslovakian porcelain tete a tete
£100-200

225.
A collection of Beswick, Mack bone
china, Nao and other factory owl figurines
£50-100
226.
A large collection of owl figurines,
in brass, resin, hardstone, glass and other
materials (three boxes) £50-100
227.
A Sorrento inlaid converted cigarette
box, a set of Australian eucalyptus leaf napkin
rings, a Hukin and Heath silver plated fruit
bowl and various other items £50-100

235.
A quantity of metalware, including a
brass and oak dinner gong by Brmege, a large
copper circular tray and brass kettle etc
£50-100
236.
Two globe desk top fob watches, the
glass front and reverse within a nickel plated
collar with white enamel faces and Arabic
numerals together with a desk top aneroid
barometer with thermometer to white paper
dial £120-180

228.
A collection of Goss, and other
crested china, mostly bearing Stamford crest
£50-100
229.
A silk Turkish made prayer mat, with
central oval medallion on a floral blue, ivory
and red ground, with tassels, 80 cm x 51 cm
£50-100

230.
A 19th Century Chinese carved
model of a duck, together with a part set of
mother of pearl engraved gaming counters and
a pair of elephant bookends £100-150
231.
A late 19th Century folding fan,
painted with songbirds and bumblebees in
blossom, in an original Duvelleroy box together
with a late 19th Century bone, silk and sequin
forme ballon fan another example with painted
leaf of peep show on display and two others (5)
£100-150

222.
A Franklin Mint figurine, from the
Agatha Christie Murder on the Orient Express
series of a fashionable lady in burgundy and
gilt together with a Princeton Gallery musical
carousel £50-100

237.
A 19th Century brass cotton reel
stand, on a cast revolving base with acorn
finials, 25 cm high £100-200
238.
A large collection of Royal Doulton
character jugs, in various sizes, large, small,
miniature and tiny in three boxes together with
Royal Doulton Character and Toby Jug Book by
Desmond Eyles £200-300
239.
A Swarovski glass train set and
stand, with tunnel £50-100
240.
A collection of decoupage animals,
including rabbits, pigs, teddys etc together
with a pair of Beswick black and white dogs,
Border Fine Art animals etc £100-200
241.
A collection of hardback modern
first editions, to include Adrian Mole and
Weapons of Mass Destruction, Clare Francis,
Colin Dexter, Wilbur Smith etc, some signed
£50-100

223.
A Perry Brothers stoneware two
tone farmhouse cider flagon, with turned
wooden tap, a large Denby stoneware jug and
two water/whisky jugs £50-100
232.
An amber pendant, together with
a quantity of Middle Eastern silver and stone
set jewellery, a 19th Century silver gilt wedge
shaped clock key, various other seals, decanter
bottle labels and an art deco glass trinket box
etc £100-150

224.
A continental pair of cranberry glass
vases, a 1960s bubble included art glass bowl,
various decanters and other glassware
£50-100
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233.
A 19th Century brass travelling
sextant, of drum form together with a set of
John William Herbertz travelling scales, various
brass snuff boxes, a brass door knocker, a
pocket hygrometer etc £50-100
234.
Two continental bisque figurines,
modelled as classical maidens depicting water
and fauna, 29 cm high £50-100

242.
A McMillan 150 year anniversary
edition of The Hunting of the Snark, Alice in
Wonderland jigsaw book and various other
coffee table books £50-100
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243.
A Beswick bull, Lord Oxford 74th, Ch
Gwersylt, chip to ear and horn £50-100

250.
A pair of Staffordshire Gin and
Water figurines, 23 cm high together with a
black basalt coffee pot and cover £50-100
251.
A circular treen snuff box, in turned
oak centred with a silver Victorian 3p piece, 8
cm diameter £50-100
252.
A pair of ink studies, Fairies within
flowers by M Prout, 45.5 cm x 17.5 cm and two
others £100-150
253.
A silver plated walnut shaped
necessaire, with mirrored hinged lid to fitted
interior, together with an S Mordan Georgian
silver double ended barrel form pencil and dip
pen with engine turned decoration, a pair of
white metal Middle Eastern bangles and silver
napkin rings etc £50-100

244.
Russell Coates by Spode, a limited
edition globe vase, Natural World, 260/750, 26
cm high £50-100

254.
An American Montverde fountain
pen, with carbon fibre and chromed barrel
£50-100

245.
A 19th Century Chinese album,
of ornithology on rice paper together with
another similar album of the court life of a
child from birth to schooling, tea ceremony,
marriage and eventual death on rice paper,
each album 24 cm x 34 cm £200-400

257.
A Swarovski limited edition crystal
Bull, no 07837 of 10,000 in fitted case with
certificate of authenticity £400-500
258.
A collection of Royal Doulton
figurines, including Old Father Thames HN
2993, twelve smaller figurines of Doulton girls
and a Royal Doulton character jugs £100-200
259.
A collection of American White
House Christmas year pendants, in card cases
and a display cabinet £50-100
260.
A collection of Buckingham Palace
and Royal Commemorative modern mugs
£50-100

246.
A Shelley Queen Anne shape Iris
pattern tea service, comprising nine cups, milk
jug, sugar bowl, twelve saucers, eleven side
plates and two bread and butter £200-300

261.
A collection of watches, costume
jewellery, cufflinks, corkscrews and other items
£50-100
262.
A Stuben glass American Eagle, a
Viking glass model of an owl, a knight glass
scent bottle and a Belleek vase £50-100

255.
A Swarovski limited edition silver
crystal edition Peacock, no 05993 of 10,000 in
fitted case with certificate of authenticity
£400-500
263.
A 19th Century portrait miniature,
white haired woman in mourning, with white
veil and jet collar in leather triptych easel case
together with an Edwardian portrait miniature,
the three quarter portrait of a young woman
against a column with flowers, classical temple
to background in a late 19th Century lacquered
brass easel frame £100-200

247.
A Royal Doulton figurine by C J Noke
modelled as Sir Thomas Lovell (Henry VIII), HN
356, printed and painted marks to base
£500-700

264.
A collection of early 19th Century
and later silhouettes, including a full
silhouette of standing gentleman, four profiles
in ebonised and gilt frames, two 1920s glass
painted silhouettes £100-200

248.
A pair of Royal Worcester blush
ivory porcelain cabinet cups and saucers, with
painted floral decoration with green printed
factory marks to base together with another
similar £50-100
249.
A Royal Doulton jug and basin set,
Under the Greenwood Tree and The Gleaners,
bowl 20.5 cm diameter, jug 18 cm high together
with a Doulton silicon ware tobacco jar
£50-100

256.
A Swarovski limited edition silver
crystal edition Eagle, no 8720 of 10,000 in
fitted case with certificate of authenticity
£400-500

265.
A 19th Century ivory hinged box,
with portrait miniature of elegant woman to
lid, 3.2 cm high x 4.4 cm diameter
£120-180
266.
A Taylors Late Bottle Vintage Port,
1978, 150 cl, with high shoulder to neck, 36.5
cm high £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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284.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising three paperweights and one
advertising stand, all with stoppers (4)
£50-100

267.
An unopened George M Whitley
Limited box of standard gold leaf, together
with another opened box of George M Whitley
Limited gold leaf comprising seven full folders
£100-150

285.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising seven cats and kittens including
black and white kitten, spice, etc all with
stoppers (7) £100-150

268.
A collection of Coalport ceramics,
including a large soup tureen with domed
lid, sugar bowl and cover, a bachelor teapot,
various jugs, all with floral spray design
£120-180
269.
A collection of 19th Century
ceramics, including a Staffordshire twin
handled vase with floral spray design to off
white ground, together with a Staffordshire
ovoid vase with floral spray design, a collection
of cups and saucers and various other items
£120-180
270.
A collection of T G Green
Cornishware, including six cups and saucers,
butter dish and cover, salt and pepper, preserve
pot and jug, all in yellow and cream £100-150
271.
A collection of cut glass bowls and
comports, including a large Orrefors bowl with
hobnail cut design, a 19th Century comport,
19th Century drainer, cut glass ovoid vase
with silver base and other items of coloured
glassware £50-100
272.
A collection of cut glass drinking
glasses, including a cased set of Uri Geller
crystal collection by Dickenson Crystal etc
£50-100

276.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising six seated cats, various titles, some
limited editions, one missing stopper (6)
£100-150
277.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising Garden Snail 771/4500, Cromer
Crab, Fountain Frog and another all with
stoppers (4) £100-150
278.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising Cheetah, Bengal Tiger Cub and a
Cheetah Cub, all with stoppers (3)
£100-150
279.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising six seated cats, various patterns
including Majestic Kitten, Marmalade, Fireside
Kitten etc (6) £100-150

280.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising various birds including wagtail,
Goldfinch Nesting, Songthrush etc all with
stoppers (6) £100-150
281.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising four cats to include Mother Cat,
Fifi, Clover and Sugar, all with stoppers (4)
£100-150

273.
A collection of miscellaneous
ceramics and works of art, including silk
scarves, mahogany box, porcelain part dinner
service, Chinese teapot and cover and other
items £50-100

282.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising six birds including Red Legged
Partridge, Swan, two ducklings etc all with
stoppers (6) £100-150
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287.
A pair of light wood wall mounted
display cabinets, 51 cm x 38 cm together with
a pair of blonde wood wall mounted display
cabinets, 64 cm x 41 cm (4) £100-150
288.
A leatherette backgammon set,
together with another similar £50-100

289.
An art deco glass dressing table set,
with colourless glass with flashed and frosted
decoration comprising a pair of stepped
candlesticks, a jar and cover, ring stand, two
matching bowls and a matching tray £150-250
290.
A set of art deco square glass
painted napkin rings, with stylised cloud and
star decoration (6) £100-150
291.
A suite of art deco glassware,
comprising eight flutes, four sherry glasses,
and five champagne bowls, each decorated
with black and white linear pattern to bowls
£120-180
292.
A small collection of Royal Crown
Derby imari pattern miniatures, including two
cups and saucers, coal scuttle, tankard, bell, etc
£100-150

274.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising Playful Otter, Otter, Meerkat and
another all with stoppers (4) £100-150

275.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising three elephants including Mother
Indian Elephant and baby example, all with
stoppers (3) £100-150

286.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising four animals to include Mole,
Devon Fox Cub, River Bank Beaver and
Moonlight Badger af all with stoppers (4)
£50-100

283.
Royal Crown Derby paperweights,
comprising seven cats and kittens to include
Cottage Garden Kitten, Tabitha, two Siamese
and others, all with stoppers (7)
£100-150

293.
A collection of miniature cups and
saucers, including a Coalport blue and gilt
example, a Wedgwood black basalt, a Crown
Staffordshire, Willow Pattern, Continental
examples etc
£50-100
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304.
Edward A Swan (b 1935),
watercolours, Cottage Scene with mother
and daughter hanging washing, 32 cm x 23
cm, another with woman at well with hens to
foreground 31 cm x 23 cm signed lower right
and lower left, framed and glazed £100-200
294.
A collection of 19th Century and
later British and continental miniature cabinet
cups and saucers, including Royal Doulton,
Coalport, Crown Staffordshire and others
£50-100
295.
A collection of miniature British
and continental cups and saucers, including
a Coalport example with painted Loch scene,
Crown Staffordshire, Spode and others
£50-100

315.
Two 19th Century mahogany framed
fret carved mirrors, 79 cm x 49 cm and 93 cm x
47 cm £50-100
316.
An art deco wrought iron continental
three branch candelabra, of scroll design, 43
cm x 29 cm £50-100

305.
Edward A Swan (b 1935),
watercolours, two cottage scenes, one with
young girl and cat, 23 cm x 32 cm and 15 cm x
25 cm £100-200
306.
Edward A Swan (b 1935),
watercolours, two maritime scenes, fishing
boats in estuary 28 cm x 21 cm and fishing off
the coast, 17 cm x 30 cm £100-200

296.
A set of twelve modern Royal
Worcester cabinet cups and saucers, with
certificates of authenticity £100-150
297.
A collection of miniature British and
continental mugs, including two silver and
glass examples, Staffordshire examples and
continental £50-100
298.
A large quantity of parian and
bisque jugs, including figural examples, wall
pockets, hat pin holders and others £100-150
299.
A collection of parian jugs and
ceramics, including a large honey pot and
cover, a cup and saucer, various moulded jugs
and books on parian ware £100-150

307.
A collection of shells, to include
conch, clam, anemones etc £50-100
308.
A collection of glass bottles, flasks,
beakers etc £50-100
309.
A collection of stoneware bottles,
flagons etc £50-100
310.
A set of chemical balance scales,
together with a quantity of scientific specimen
cases, microscope etc £50-100
311.
A quantity of blue and white ware,
including three Chinese ginger jars and covers,
a part Chinese tea service, modern blue and
white vase, imari plate, charger etc £50-100

317.
A continental plaster painted figure
of a seated dog, on cushion, signed, 32 cm high
£50-100
318.
An early 18th Century Chinese blue
and white dish, 18 cm diameter together with
a pottery shallow dish, 21 cm diameter
£50-100
319.
P Bisson, coloured etching, Middle
Green, 216/350, signed to lower right border
32 cm x 40 cm together with Peter Merrin
watercolour, country lane, signed lower right,
39 cm x 40 cm £50-100
320.
A collection of two tone stoneware
storage jars, and glass cob bottles £50-100

312.
An octagonal 18th Century blue and
white Chinese bowl, together with a pair of
blue and white plates and vase (af) £50-100

300.
Seven pieces of parian and bisque
19th Century flower jewellery,
£50-100

313.
Of smoking interest, a silver Dunhill
cigarette lighter, with inscription to front and
dated March 1937 together with various other
lighters, a gate oak pipe rack, an oak smokers
cabinet and another with glazed doors
£50-100

301.
A large collection of commemorative
and collectors thimbles, in a concertina
advertising cotton thread case
£100-150

322.
A quantity of blue and white ware,
including a Wedgwood jug with transfer
printed Chinese pattern, a Meissen onion
pattern square dish and other items £50-100

302.
Two modern Moorcroft table lamps,
one with tube lined decoration of forest 35
cm high, the other with stylised art nouveau
flowers, 25 cm high and a boxed Jasper Conran
cut glass carafe, 29 cm high
£150-200
303.
A large collection of empty Royal
Crown Derby boxes, books and other items
relating to Royal Crown Derby
£50-100

321.
A large stoneware flagon, in dark
brown, together with two two tone examples,
one marked E Loe Alton (3) £50-100

314.
A brass bound mahogany 19th
Century writing slope, together with various
other boxes, two oak cased mantel clocks,
modern postcards and a brass plant stand
£50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

323.
A quantity of sundries, including
three cut glass decanters, Chinese style art
deco mirror, a collection of Bartholomews and
ordnance survey maps, and other items
£50-100
324.
A quantity of textiles, including a
Chinese embroidered rank badge, art nouveau
silk embroidered floral and lace under skirt,
a sequin and glass embroidered breast panel
and various other textiles £50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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333.
Mabel Catherine Robinson RA,
1875-1953, watercolour, Christian Church in
the Levant, signed lower right, 9 cm x 6 cm
£100-150

325.
A Royal Worcester blush ivory
pot pourri, the ovoid body with floral spray
heightened in gilt with moulded stylised leaf
and scroll rope work border, small chip to leaf
work, with lift off crown lid, blush cover, with
printed puce factory mark to base numbered
2048, 1910, 45 cm high £300-500
326.
A late 19th Century brass carriage
time piece, in leather case, with silvered dial
with arabic numerals, in champlevé floral
decorated surround, 13 cm high £150-250

343.
Carlo Hornung Jensen, Danish
School, oil on canvas, woodland scene, signed
lower right, label verso, 71 cm x 82 cm
£100-150
334.
19th Century, three watercolours,
horses, two Rex Whistler prints and a Chinese
watercolour study of bird (6) £100-150
335.
A pair of Whatley family crests,
framed and glazed, 26 cm x 19.5 cm and 25 cm
x 20 cm £100-200
336.
Four dry point etchings, including
Westminster Abbey by Edward J Cherry,
Victoria Memorial by Arthur L Cherry and two J
Edwards landscapes both dated 1915 (4)
£50-100
337.
English School, early 20th Century,
watercolour, British public schools, including
Rugby and Blundells, 20 cm x 30 cm £50-100

344.
Ernst Jensen, Danish School, oil
on canvas, Green Path, signed lower left and
dated 1934, 69 cm x 83 cm £100-150

338.
Josephine Aveline, oil on board,
four still life flowers and another watercolour
example (5) £50-100

327.
A 19th Century brass architectural
shaped mantel clock, with domed top, four
column support, French drum movement,
white enamel dial with champlevé decoration,
36 cm high x 23 cm £200-300

345.
Aage Roose, Danish School, oil on
canvas, landscape with mountains, signed
lower right, 62 cm x 82 cm £100-150

328.
A 75 cl single highland scotch
whisky, The Tormore Glenlivet together with a
deluxe Dimple Haig and a Bells scotch whisky in
Wade decanter £100-150
329.
Eleven
bottles
of
Chateau
Cantemerle, 2010, and one bottle of Chateau
Batailley 2005 £400-600
330.
A pair of field glasses, a pair of
opera glasses, Round London bound volume of
pictures from photographs circa 1900, a Hicks
Patent flashed glass fluid ounce and imperial
pint measure and other items £50-100
331.
A pair of continental porcelain
figures, modelled as a boy and girl with baskets
on floral domed footed bases, 30 cm high
£50-100
332.
English School, mid 19th Century,
watercolour, comical scene of a large seated
gentleman with fist raised at a monkey holding
his cane, 5.5 cm diameter together with a
portrait study of girl in bonnet, 8 cm diameter
£100-150
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

346.
Hermann Osterlund, Danish School,
oil on canvas, woodland scene, signed lower
right, slight tear to left, 87 cm x 103 cm
£50-100
339.
Josephine Aveline, oil on canvas, still
life flowers signed lower right, 75 cm x 62 cm
together with another smaller example oil on
board, 50 cm x 40 cm (2) £150-200
340.
H Whatley, watercolour, young girl
in blue and white summer dress, 46 cm x 30
cm together with another portrait of a woman
seated in fashionable interior signed lower
left, 50 cm x 40 cm £100-200
341.
A collection of 20th Century
watercolours, including Albert E V Lilley fishing
boat, cottage in summer time with geese and
two others (4) £50-100
342.
Two pastel studies by H Whatley, of
Dorothy van Cole, 49 cm x 39 cm together with
another pastel portrait 29 cm x 24 cm
£50-100

347.
A set of five Staffordshire character
toby jugs, three Staffordshire character jugs,
a Royal Doulton example, a Ewenny pottery
coffee set and other items
£50-100
348.
A 19th Century Chinese canton
famille rose bowl, decorated with figures
within interiors and landscapes, af to rim, 33
cm diameter on hardwood stand
£100-200
349.
An early 20th Century bone and
bamboo mah jongg set, in hardwood case, 23
cm x 16 cm deep x 15 cm high
£50-100
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Lot 350

A good 19th Century Sevres hard paste porcelain bust of Napoleon Bonaparte not otherwise known, after a model by
Jean-Antoine Houdon wearing the Colonel’s uniform of the National Guard and raised on a blue and gilt socle base marked
in red ‘M.Imple de Sevres for 1806’ and ‘B.1.’, almost full sized bust with three buttons (four on Houdon’s plaster and eventual marble carving exhibited in 1808 but due to the difficulties in hard paste porcelain production only three of the four
buttons feature), incised with script signature under right shoulder, ‘ Houdon f ‘ 62 cm high x 43 cm wide x 27 cm deep.

This bust should not be confused with the later editions produced throughout the 19th Century, these have only two buttons on the jacket and do not bear the script artists signature. The later editions are impressed in block capitals.

This bust is of particular interest due to its exact resemblance to Houdon’s 1808 marble bust which is exhibited in the
Palace de Versailles and was recently in the touring exhibition ‘Jean-Antione Houdon Sculptor of the Enlightenment’ 2002.
This one and the one offered here are the only known examples signed by Houdon in this same style and on the right
shoulder.

Although no copies of the marble bust were recorded in hard paste, Houdon and Alexandre Brongniart the administrator
of the Sevres factory at this time had a close relationship due to the sculptures Houdon made of his children, Louise and
Alexandre.

The base also bears a Metro Goldwyn Mayer (MGM) number XX13659 which represents the internal inventory number
system that stayed with each prop film to film.

This bust was sold in an eighteen day public auction by ‘The David Weisz Co.’ starting May 3rd 1970 this being lot 5455
‘Bust of the Young Napoleon’, white bisque on a blue socle, (When Ladies Meet 1941).

The bust has been painted in white and the socle base has some minor chips, the repainting could be possible restoration
by the studio.

It is known that Napoleon’s brother Joseph-Napoleon lived in the United States (1817-1832), where this otherwise unknown bust may have entered the country and helped in its survival few Sevres busts survive as Louis XVIII ordered their
destruction when he assumed the crown.

An exceptional piece with a fascinating history which has crossed continents from the 19th Century to the present day,
gracing the salons of Paris to the studios and glamour of Hollywood. One has to consider what would Napoleon have
thought of that?

£20000-30000
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Cigarette Cards

363.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Phillips
Regimental Colours L size, 1 pane of 12 silks,
(marked 9Jul1915, Block 22944) plain backing,
together with two further panes Regimental
names printed (gd/vg) £40-60

Property of a Gentleman
Earnest Sharples served in the King’s Regiment
during World War I. On his return home
following an injury during the war, he was
employed long term at a printers in Bolton.
Durning this time he aquired a collection of the
first proof print of the silk panes. Lots 351-371.
351.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Phillips
Regimental Colours Series 12, two original
panes on plain backing paper of uncut silks, one
depicting 25 silks, the other 26 silks, complete
set of 1 -50 and repeated 26-30 (bottom line of
2nd pane)(vg) £40-60

357.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Muratti
Regimental Badges Series B, numbers 17-48
complete set, on original printed backing (vg)
£100-120
358.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Muratti
Great War Leaders Series P, one pane of 9 with
printed backing, numbers 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 16,
17 and 18 (vg) £50-80
359.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Phillips
Regimental Colours L size, six panes of 12 silks,
(complete set) plain backing, one pane the
printing has not overlaid correctly, (otherwise
vg) £60-80

352.
Cigarette Silks, Crests, Wills
Australian Issue, Crests and Colours of
Australian Universities, Colleges & Schools,
two panes, one on plain backing paper, each
containing 25 silks, complete set (vg) £40-60

355.
Cigarette Silks, Medals, Phillips
Orders of Chivalry, Series 10, BDV complete set
on one pane, plain back, (vg) £20-40

365.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, Muratti, one
pane containing Series A, (26-49, numbered to
back) also known as Set 3, green print, silks
with printed backing (gd) £60-80
366.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, Muratti, one
pane containing Series C (also known as Set
3, green print (numbered 20-44 to front), no
backing (gd) £40-60
367.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, John Sinclair,
Unnumbered Series, Grey Print, a pane of
25 flags (complete set) no backing, M size,
without borders (vg) £80-100

353.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Muratti
Regimental Colours Series RB numbers 1-24 on
one pane with printed backing and numbers
25-50 on plain backing (vg) £80-100
354.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Phillips
Victoria Cross Heroes II (with Flags) a pane on
16, no backing, missing numbers are 2, 8, 11,
15, 17, 19, 21, 24 and 25, (vg) £60-80

364.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, John Sinclair,
Unnumbered Series, Grey Print, a pane of 25
flags (complete set) with paper back, M size,
with borders (vg) £80-100

368.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, John Sinclair,
Flags, Set 2, Blue print, numbered 25-36, one
pane with card backing (vg) £40-80

360.
Cigarette Silks, Arms, Phillips Town
& City Arms Series 30, four panes, mixed sizes,
one pane numbered 49-72, 96 silks in total,
one pane damages to corner, mixed plain and
no backings (gen vg) £50-80

369.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, John Sinclair,
one pane of flags, Unnumbered, blue caption,
12 silks, paper backed (vg) £40-60

361.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, Muratti, one
pane containing Series A, 1 Great Britain
Union Jack, 2 Greece, 3 France, and Series D
45 Russia, 46 Belgium, 47 Italy, P size silks with
printed backing (gd) £30-50

370.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, John Sinclair,
one pane of silks containing two The Allies
Flags, (37), together with France (x2), Great
Britain and Belgium (numbered), blue print,
plain backing, (vg) £40-60
356.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Phillips
Great War Leaders (sepia), complete set of 25,
one pane, no backing paper, (slightly creased,
otherwise gd) together with rarer identical
pane in blue (slightly creased and stained)
£60-80

362.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Muratti
Great War Leaders Series P, one pane of 9 no
backing, numbers 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17 and
18 (gd, slight staining) £30-50

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

371.
Cigarette Silks, Mixture, a small
collection to include, Phillips Crests & Badges
of the British Army (Anon), two identical
panes, one with card backing, each containing
12 crests/badges, (one vg, one fair), together
with Birds, two identical panes possibly
Westminster each containing 4 birds (one
with card back, vg, one no backing (fair) and
four floral printed silks, one pane (cut) possibly
manufactured for postcards (gen gd) £40-60

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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372.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
a selection of cards displayed in four hard
back collector albums, Manufacturers to note
include Mitchells, Ogdens, Wills, Boguslavsky,
Gallahers, Players, Carreras, Thompson, etc,
also included a Collectors Reproduction Album
containing Railway Locomotives and a small
quantity of loose cards, viewing recommended,
(cards gd/vg, one album poor)(qty) £60-80
373.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of 34 original albums containing complete sets,
to include Players (11), Wills (22) and Grandee
(1), (cards gen gd/vg, some rusting to staples)
(34) £30-50

386.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Wills
Overseas, Actresses (portrait in black, red
border, over 220 cards)(gd) £80-100

378.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, a large
collection of loose silks from various sets to
include Phillips Flags, 5th, 7th, 10th, 12th,
20th, 25th, 26th 28th sets 4 together with
Kensita, Anstie and more, unchecked for sets
(mixed conditions, mainly gd)(1000’s)
£80-100
379.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Regimental
Badges and Crests, and Orders of Chivalry,
loose silks from various Manufacturers and
sets (unchecked for sets)(mixed conditions,
gen gd)(100’s) £80-100

374.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of cards displayed in a modern ring binder, 7
hardback albums and original albums, sets
and part sets by Wills, Players, Cavanders and
Gallahers, various genres, also includes Esso
FA Cup Centenary 1872-1972 Coin Set, a Coin
market Value Book (1982) and three Festival
of Britain Exhibition Books (1950’s), viewing
recommended (cards, gd/vg)(qty)
£50-80
375.
Cigarette Silks, Mixture, a collection
of loose silks, mainly Phillips, to include BDV
Town & City Arms, mixed sizes, some numbered,
others not, together with Clan Tartans, Ceramic
Art, War Leaders, Heraldic, Flowers and Flags,
Orders of Chivalry, Regimental Colours etc,
other Manufacturers also included, unchecked
for sets, (mixed conditions, gen gd)(100’s)
£80-100

380.
Cigarette Silks, Old Masters, Phillips,
a collection of over 600 silks (M size) from
various sets, BDV and Anon, numbered and
un-numbered, unchecked for sets (mixed
conditions, mainly good) £80-100

382.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a large
collection of loose cards, various Manufacturers
to include Hornimans, Whitbread, Jacobs,
Brooke Bond, Typhoo, Kelloggs, Panini and
many more, (unchecked for sets, viewing
recommended, mainly gd/vg)(1000’s)
£60-80

383.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a large
collection of loose cards, unchecked for sets,
Manufacturers to include, Copes, Churchmans,
Cavanders, Hills, Gallaher and many more (gen
gd, 1000’s)(qty) £60-80
384.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a vast quantity
of loose cards, unchecked for sets, various
genres (gen gd,vg)(1000’s qty)
£60-80
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388.
Cigarette
Cards,
Salmon
&
Gluckstein, a selection of cards to include
Music Hall Characters (2), Wireless Explained
(2), Coronation Series (2), Traditions of the
Army (5), Magical Series (1), Shakespearean
Series (2), Castles & Abbeys (1) and Methods
of Continental Mail (2)(some corner wear to a
few, otherwise gd) £60-80

381.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, a large
collection of Wix Kensita British Empire
Series Flags, loose, mixed UK and USA prints
unchecked for sets (100’s)(gd/vg) £80-100

376.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, a large
collection of Wix Kensita British Empire
Series Flags and National Flags, all in original
wrappers, unchecked for sets (100’s)(gd/vg)
£80-100

377.
Cigarette Silks, Flowers, Kensita Silks,
a large collection of small and medium sized
silks from both sets, majority in card sleeves
(unchecked for sets) (over 200)(qty)
£60-80

387.
Cigarette Cards, Taddy, part sets
to include Boer War Leaders (2), Russo Japan
War (13), VC War Heroes (22), Heraldry (3),
Admirals & Generals (1), Orders of Chivalry (3),
Territorial Regiments (6), Thames Series (2),
British Medals 1st Series (1), British Medals
2nd Series (6), County Cricketers (1) and
Autographs (2), (gen gd) £180-200

385.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Wills Scissor,
a collection of part sets relating to Actresses
and Beauty, to name Actresses (various sets,
over 150 cards), Dancing Girls (10)(gen gd)
£50-60

389.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, a selection
of cards mainly sport related to include
Boxers (5), Pugalists & Wrestlers (3), Famous
Footballers (7), AFC Nicknames (3), Football
Club Colours (1), Football Caricatures (3),
Owners Racing Colours & Jockeys (blue 14),
Jockeys 1930 (3), Owners Racing Colours
& Jockeys (green, 10), Racehorses (10),
also includes British Costumes (12) and
Shakespearean Series (10, mixed numbered
and unnumbered), and a collection from
various Boy Scout Series (54, some duplicates)
(overall mixed conditions, some fair others gd)
£80-100
390.
Cigarette Cards, Transport, related to
include Lambert & Butler International Yachts
(5) and Motors (6), Phillips Railway Engines
(13) and Model Railways (6), Hills Aviation
(20) and Pattrieux Railway Posters by Famous
Artists (5)(mixed conditions fair/gd) £100-120
391.
Cigarette Cards, Royalty, a selection
of cards to include Adkin A Royal Favourite
(17), Lambert & Butler Arms of Kings &
Queens of England (15), Lambert & Butler
Coronation Robes (11), Singleton & Cole Kings
& Queens (10), Hills Prince of Wales (2), and
Muratti Crowned Heads(1)(gen gd, a couple of
duplicates) £100-120
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392.
Cigarette Cards, Actors & Actresses, a
variety of cards to include Smiths Cinema Stars
(9), Gallaher Actors & Actresses (11), Cohen
Silhouettes of Celebrities (1), Sarony Cinema
Stars 2nd Series (mixed sets P size), Pritchard &
Burton Actors & Actresses (1, fair), Richmond
Cavandish Actresses (2) and Music Hall
Artists (1), Hills Continental Actresses (Seven
Wonders, 2), Ogdens Miniature Playing Cards
Actress Back (13), Lambert & Butler Overseas
Actresses (red border, 80), Westminster
Celebrated Actresses (2), Wix Love Scenes (21)
and Mitchells Actresses (2) (gen gd) £120-150

397.
Cigarette Cards, Smiths Champions
of Sport (red back multi) part set 20 cards
(some duplicates), includes Golfers Ben Sayers
(x2) and H Hilton (vg) £200-250

401.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of part sets to include Pritchard & Burton
Holiday Resorts (3), Keemo Robinsons Nature
Studies (1), Gallaher Tricks & Puzzles (green
back, 1), Hills Famous Pictures (16) and Breeds
of Dog (1), Stevens Zoo Series (1), Holidays
by the LMS (1), Churchman Frisky, Gallahers
Woodland Tree Series (10), Chairman Old
English Pottery (P size) Boguslavsky Conan
Doyle Characters (black back 6), Copes Pigeons
(2), Song Birds (1), Dogs of the World (1) and
Music Hall Artistes (3) Ardath Dog Studies (24),
(gen gd), £80-100

398.
Cigarette Cards, Horseracing, a
selection by various Manufacturers to include
Kinnear Jockeys (1), Boguslavsky Winners of
the Turf (12), Anstie Racing Series (1-25, 14),
(26-50, 9), Faulkner Prominent Racehorses (5),
Ogdens Prominent Racehorses (1) and Smiths
Derby Winners (12)(gd/vg) £80-100
402.
Cigarette Cards, Sport, a collection of
part sets to include Marsuma Famous Golfers
and Their Strokes (1, fair), Pattrieux Dirt Track
Riders (36), Carreras Popular Footballers
(277), Footballers (3) and Famous Footballers
(8), Hills The All Blacks (8), Phillips Sports (2)
and Sporting Series (3) Gallaher Footballers in
Action (19), Sporting Series (6) and Footballers
(1), (all gen gd) £80-100

393.
Cigarette Cards, Beauty, a selection
of cards to include Raymond Renuebar
Striptease Artistes (4), Murrays Bathing Belles
(3), Copes Photo Albums (4), Baker Beauties
of All Nations (3) and Actresses (2), Phillips
British Beauties (8, plain back, IF Series 1 and
WI Series 9) and Phillips Beautiful Women (1)
(all gen gd) £60-80
394.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, a selection
of cards, mainly Military related to include
Victoria Cross Heroes (5, some staining and
damage to 1), Soldiers of the King (33, mixed
grey/brown), Army Crests & Mottos (6), Orders
of Chivalry (23), and Flags & Tunnels (10), (gen
gd) £60-80

399.
Cigarette Cards, Cricket, a variety
of cards to include Hills Famous Cricketers (2
different sets, 25 cards), Phillips Cricketers
(brown back, 3), Famous Cricketers (9), Carreras
Cricketers A Series (brown back 23), Gallaher
Famous Cricketers (22), Millhoff Famous
Test Cricketers (1), and Smiths Cricketers 1st
Series (7) and 2nd Series (4)(both fair), some
duplicates, (gen gd) £80-100

395.
Cigarette Cards, Phillips Guinea Gold,
a collection of 57 cards, various genres (gd)
£60-80

396.
Cigarette Cards, Military, a selection
of cards to include Smiths War Incidents (9)
and Battlefields of Great Britain (2), Carreras
Raemakers War Cartoons (64), Gallaher
Victoria Cross Heroes (15), Types of British
Army (green, 60), Types of British Army (51100 brown, 54) and Territorial Series (motor
back, 3), Types of British Soldiers (M651-675,
4), (all gen gd) £250-300

400.
Cigarette Cards, Military, a selection
of cards to include Leas Civilians of Countries
Fighting with the Allies (2), Hills War Pictures
(5) and War Portraits (5), Dobie Weapons of
All Ages (3), Drapkins Soldiers in Uniforms (cut
outs, 24), Richmond Cavandish Medals (40),
Muratti Russo Japanese Series (9), Ray War
Series (10), Morris War Pictures (1), Pritchard
& Burton Home & Colonial Regiments (1),
Mitchells Army Ribbons (21), Lambert &
Butler Japanese Series (9), Admirals (1), and a
selection of other cards by Copes, Westminster
Smiths, Muratti, Faulkners & others (gen gd, a
few fair) £100-120

403.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a variety
of cards to include Smiths Races of Mankind
(1) and Dogs (2), Huddens Types of Smokers
(1), Copes Dickens Gallery (4), Smiths Phil May
Sketches (9), Illingworths Mountaineering (1)
and Motor Car Bonnets (2), Nutflake Smiler
(2), Mentors Views of Ireland (2), Drapkin How
to Keep Fit (1) and Dogs & Their Treatment
(2), Highnetts Modern Statesmen (7) and
Interesting Buildings (3), Boguslavsky Conan
Doyle Series (green back 14), together with
Gallahers Cute Kiddies Series (16) and Boy
Scouts (mixed backs 90)(mixed, but gen gd)
£60-80
404.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of cards to include Singleton & Cole Bonzo
(3), Wallace Jones Keep Fit (1) and Maxims of
Success (1), Westminster Wireless (7), Lambert
& Butler Wireless Telegraphy (10), Edwards
Ringer Abbey & Castles (2), War Map (2) Flags
of All Nations (17) and Prehistoric Animals
(2), Clarkes Well Known Sayings (1) and Royal
Mail (1), Bells Scottish Clan Series (10), Adkins
Living Pictures (4) and Sporting Cup Trophies
(1), Phillips Eggs, Nests & Birds (4), Animals
Series (1) and First Aid (14), also included
Churchmans Phil May Sketches (20) and Smiths
Famous Explorers (12) (gen gd)
£80-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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405.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Mixture,
a selection of cards to include Allen & Ginter,
Naval Flags (1, Secretary of the Navy United
States), Flags of All Nations (1, Zanzibar), The
World’s Beauties (2, Kate Bartlett and Lilia
Blow), Parasol Drill (1, On Duty), The World’s
Racers (1, Sir Dixon), World’s Sovereigns (1,
King of Montenegro), Flags of the States
(2, Nebraska and Utah), and Fifty Prize and
Game Chickens (1, Henny Game), together
with Goodwins Flowers (1, Azalia), Kimbell
Ballet Queens (1, Suzette), Dukes Fancy Dress
Ball Costumes (1, The Watermelon), Kinney
Leaders (2, La Fayette and Joan D’Arc) and Hall
Actresses (1, Minnie Cummings), also included
Snider & Abrahams (13 cards various sets)
(mixed conditions, damages and folds, please
see images) £60-80

415.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a variety
of sets, various genres to include Freshwater
Fishes, Sea Fishes, War Decorations and
Medals, Drum Banners & Cap Badges,
Regimental Standards & Cap Badges,
Regimental Colours and Cap Badges (both
Regulars and Territorials), Uniforms of the
Territorial Army, Military Uniforms of the
British Empire Overseas, Napoleon and Life on
Board a Man O War (vg)(11) £80-100
410.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Wills, a
quantity of loose cards (mainly Scissor) from
sets to include Military, Dancing Girls, War
Incidents, Famous Footballers,
Britain’s
Defenders, Actresses and Beauties, Derby Day,
Indian Regiments and Boxers (over 150)gd/vg)
£60-80
411.
Cigarette
Cards,
Mixture,
a
collection of sets, various Manufacturers to
include Ardath Silver Jubilee, Stamps Rare &
Interesting, Film Stage and Radio Stars, Your
Birthday Tells Your Fortune and Figures of
Speech, Boguslavsky Sports Records 1st & 2nd
Series, Carreras Celebrities of British History,
Churchmans The Kings Coronation, Treasure
Trove, The Story of Navigation, Wonderful
Railway Travel, De Reszke Real Photographs
Series 1 - 6 (162 cards) and Edwards Ringer
Cinema Stars (all vg) £100-120

406.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, American
Tobacco, a collection of approx cards, various
sets to include Actresses, Beauties, Military
Uniforms, and Military Series, viewing
recommended, some duplication (gd/vg)
£80-100
407.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Mixture,
a variety of single card or part sets, naming
Columbus Royalty & Celebrities (53), Kinney
Military Series various sets (66), Imperial
Tobacco of India Indian Historic Events (9),
Dukes Ruler Coat of Arms and Flag Folders (2),
together with Imperial Tobacco Natch Girls (pc
inset, various backs). Liebig cards and many
more, (viewing recommended)(qty) £80-100

408.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Mixture,
a large collection, cards to note BAT Chinese
Beauties (Hatamen) a collection of 25 cards (1
duplication), many BAT Chinese backed cards
and other foreign cards various genres and sets
(vg), viewing recommended (qty) £80-100
409.
Cigarette Cards, Military, a small
collection to include Illingworths Cavalry,
Ogdens Orders of Chivalry, Wills Nelson
Series, Drapkin Celebrities of the Great War
and Players Arms & Armour and Regimental
Uniforms (blue back), (gen gd)(6) £80-100
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416.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a collection
of various genre sets to include Allied
Army Leaders, Railway Engines (2 different
sets), Arms of Bishopric, Cinema Stars 1st
Series, Flowering Trees & Shrubs, , Railway
Locomotives, Flower Culture in Pots, Wild
Flowers A & 2nd Series, Old English Garden
Flowers and Alpine Flowers, also included L size
sets British Castles, Old Silver, Old Furniture,
Trees and The Kings Art Treasures (vg)(17)
£100-120
417.
Foreign Trade Cards, Flags, Faites
Votre Cuisine a La Cocoline/J E De Bruyn,
Country Flags, Currency & Stamps to front,
map to back, part set 72/100) believed to be
1880 and later, rare, viewing recommended)
£60-80

412.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a selection
of various genre sets to include Game Birds
& Wild Fowl, Straight Line Caricatures, Boy
Scout and Girl Guide, Derby & Grand National
Winners, Cricketers 1930, Wild Birds, Cricketers
1934, Kings & Queens of England, Motor Cars
2nd Series, Cricketers 1938, Dandies, Polar
Explorations 1st & 2nd Series, Shakespearean
Series and Association Cup Winners (15)(vg)
£80-100

418.
Trade Cards, Typhoo, a collection
of sets, to name Homes of Famous Men (x2),
Famous Voyages,, Work on The Farm, A Tale
of Two Cities, Wonder Cities of the World,
Interesting Events in British History, The Story
of David Copperfield, Aesop’s Fables, Ancient
& Annual Customs, Trees of The Countryside,
British Birds & Their Eggs (x2), Wild Flowers 1st
& 2nd Series, Characters from Shakespeare,
Animal Offence and Defence and Horses (all
vg)(18) £60-80

413.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a selection
of sets, mixed genres, to include Flags of the
Empire 1st & 2nd Series, Romance of the
Heavens, Cricketers 2nd Series, The Reign of
King George V, Air Raid Precautions, Dogs,
Merchant Ships of the World, Wonders of the
Past, Strange Craft, Radio Celebrities A & 2nd
Series, and sectional sets Mother & Son, The
Laughing Cavalier, The Toast, (vg)(15)
£80-100
414.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, by various
Manufacturers a collection of sets to include
Leas Roses, Mitchells Gallery of 1934 and 1935,
Famous Crosses, Phillips Famous Crowns,
Famous Minors, Sportsmen- Spot the Winner
(inverted back), British Birds & Their Eggs,
Screen Stars Series A & B, This Mechanical Age
1st & 2nd Series, Pattrieoux Winter Scenes and
Sights of Britain, also included Ogdens Leaders
of Men and Actors, Natural & Character Studies
(vg)(16) £100-120

419.
Cigarette Cards, Players, contained in
a modern ring binder, a small collection of X size
sets to name Allied Cavalry, Famous Paintings,
Bygone Beauties, Cries of London A & 2nd
Series and Regimental Uniforms, also included
L size sets, Picturesque Bridges, Picturesque
Cottages (24/25), Cats, The Nations Shrines,
Aviary & Cage and Dandies, (vg)(12)
£100-120
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420.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a selection
to include Lever Bros. Celebrities (L39, 1 is
cropped), Anglos Swiss Condensed Milk Co
4 cards The Coronation of King Edward VIII,
Quaker Oats Armour Through The Ages (gen
gd/vg) £40-60
421.
Cigarette Cards, Phillips, Beauties of
Today, a modern ring binder containing over
200 larger cards, various sets (vg) £40-60
425.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, a collection
of loose Guinea Gold and Tab Issue Cards,
various sets (gd)(1000’s) £60-80

422.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, two modern
ring binders containing a selection of sets
to include Borough Arms (unnumbered and
descriptive) Borough Arms 2nd and 4th Series,
Arms of the British Empire, Arms of Companies,
School Arms, Historic Events, British Birds,
Speed (white title), Do You Know 4th Series,
Famous British Authors (L size), Recruiting
Posters, Household Hints, Association
Footballers, Musical Celebrities, Gardening
Hints, Wild Flowers and Railway Locomotives
(gd/vg)(19) £80-100

426.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a collection
of sets to include, Garden Flowers, Gardening
Hints, First Aid, Garden Flowers, Speed, Roses
A & 2nd Series, Mining, Railway Equipment,
Household Hints (2 different), Garden Hints,
Romance of the Heavens, Life in the Tree Tops,
Overseas Dominions Canada, Alpine Flowers,
Flower Culture in Pots, British Butterflies, The
Sea Shore, First Aid, Life in The Royal Navy,
The Boyhood of Raleigh, Flowering Trees &
Shrubs, English Period Costumes and Rugby
Internationals (gd/vg)(25)
£60-80
427.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a selection
of various genre sets to include Those Pearls
of Heaven, Gems of British Scenery, Struggle
for Existence, Natural History, Birds and Their
Young, RAF Badges, Dogs (2 sets, full & heads),
Ships Figureheads, Countries Arms & Flags, Sea
Fishes, Butterflies, Derby & Grand National
Winners, Ceremonial Court Dress, Regimental
Uniforms, International Air Liners, Miniatures,
Cricketers 1938, From Plantation to Smoker,
Aeroplanes Civil, Cries of London A & 2nd
Series, Natural History, Modern Naval Craft and
National Flags & Arms (gd/vg)(25)
£60-80

423.
Cigarette Cards, Players, two modern
ring binders containing a selection of sets to
include Butterflies, Your Initials (transfers),
Bygone Beauties, Players Past & Present, Drum
Banners & Cap Badges, Regimental Standards
and Cap Badges, Arms & Armour (blue back),
Ceremonial & Court Dress, British Empire
Series, British Livestock, Cricketers Caricatures
by RIP, Flags of the League of Nations, Cries
of London A & 2nd Series, Characters from
Dickens, Aeroplanes (Civil), Wild Animal Heads,
Dogs (scenic), Army Life, Miniatures and Riders
of The World (all gen gd/vg)(20) £80-100
424.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a collection of
sets to include, Railway Equipment, Household
Hints, Wild Flowers A & 2nd Series, Garden
Hints, Wonders of the Sea, Garden Flowers
(2 different), Cinema Stars 2nd Series, Speed,
Gardening Hints, Celebrated Ships, Britain’s
Part in the War, Do You Know A & 2nd Series,
Garden Flowers New Varieties (M), Round
Europe (M), Roses, Military Motors, Overseas
Dominions Canada, Aviation, Homeland Events,
First Aid, Physical Culture and Flowering Trees
& Shrubs (gd/vg)(25) £60-80

429.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of sets, various Manufacturers to include
Phillips Famous Minors, This mechanised Age,
and Famous Crowns, Churchmans Howlers,
The Kings of Speed, Treasure Trove, Wonderful
Railway Travel, In Town Tonight, and Association
Footballers, Mitchells Famous Crosses,
Kensita Coronation Series, Ogdens Air Raid
Precautions, Gallaher Film Episodes, Portraits
of Famous Stars and Trains of the World, also
includes Park Drive The Navy, Morris Your
Horoscope, Mills Kings of England and Famous
British Ships Series 1 and 2, Cavanders Camera
Studies, Carreras Regalia Series and Orchids,
together with foreign issues N Reeks Our South
African National Parks and Our South African
Flora (gd/vg)(25) £60-80

430.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a further
collection of sets to include, Cycling, Motor
Cars 2nd Series, Victoria Cross, Modern Naval
Craft, Struggle for Existence, Coutries Flags &
Arms, RAF Badges, Footballer 1928-9, Gilbert
& Sullivan 2nd Series, Aeroplanes Civil, Aircraft
of the Royal Airforce, Coronation Series,
Miniatures, Modern Naval Craft, Cricketers
1938, Boy Scout & Girl Guide, Napoleon, Dogs
(full), Products of the World, Cries of London A
& 2nd Series, Gems of British Scenery, Derby &
Grand National Winners, Flags of the League of
Nations and International Air Liners (gd/vg)(25)
£60-80
431.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a variety
of sets to include, Borough Arms 2nd Series
(51-100), Borough Arms 2nd Edition (101150) and Borough Arms 4th Series, (151-200),
also included, Roses A & 2nd Series, Garden
Hints, Garden Flowers, Railway Equipment,
Gardening Hints, Speed, Cinema Stars 2nd
Series, Gardening Hints Household Hints, Do
You Know A & 4th Series, Cricketers 2nd Series
and Wild Flowers (gd/vg)(17) £40-60

428.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a further
selection of sets to include, Physical Culture,
Air Raid Precautions, Life in the Royal Navy,
Railway Equipment, Household Hints, Gems
of Russian Architecture, Garden Hints, Garden
Flowers, The Sea Shore, Roses A & 2nd Series,
Wild Flowers A & 2nd Series, Flower Culture in
Pots, Speed, Alpine Flowers, And Where Did
You Last See Your Father, Do You Know A, 1st,
2nd, 3rd and 4th Series, Flags of the Empire,
Military Motors, The Kings Art Treasures (M)
and Garden Flowers New Varieties (M) (gd/vg)
(25) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

432.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Guinea
Gold, four hardback slot in albums, containing
various cards from various sets (gd)(qty)
£60-80

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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444.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a further
large collection of trade cards, various
Manufacturers, (mainly Brooke Bond and PG),
unchecked for sets, viewing recommended
(gen gd)(1000’s) £60-80

433.
Cigarette Cards, Players, another
selection of sets to include Flags of the
League of Nations, Regimental Standards &
Cap Badges, Aircraft of the Royal Air Force,
Miniatures, Natural History, Birds & Their
Young, Dandies, Motor Cars A & 2nd Series,
Dogs (full), Players Past & Present, Boy Scout
& Girl Guide, Modern Naval Craft, Coronation
Series, Struggle for Existence, Military Head
Dress, Footballers 1928, Cycling, Derby &
Grand National Winners, Kings & Queens of
England, Butterflies, Gems of British Scenery,
Wonders of the World, Polar Exploration 2nd
Series and Regimental Uniforms (gd/vg)(25)
£60-80
434.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Guinea
Gold, a large collection of loose cards, various
sizes and sets (gd)(qty) £60-80

435.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a variety of
sets, various genres to include Birds & Their
Young, Our King & Queen, Bygone Beauties,
British Livestock, Military Head Dress, Aircraft
of the Royal Air Force, Sea Fishes, Miniatures,
Cries of London 2nd Series, Natural History,
Modern Naval Craft, Ceremonial Court Dress,
Motor Cars 2nd Series, Cricketers 1938,
Players Past & Present, Wonders of the World,
Coronation Series, Uniforms of the Territorial
Army, Struggle for Existence, Sea Fishes,
County Seat & Arms A & 2nd Series, Dogs (full
& heads) and Cycling (gd/vg)(25) £60-80
436.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of sets by various Manufacturers to include
Wills Household Hints, Gardening Hints,
Roses, Garden Hints, Railway Equipment,
Garden Flowers, Players, Modern Naval Craft,
International Air Liners, Cries of London 2nd
Series, Coronation Series, Miniatures, Flags of
the League of Nations, Players Past & Present,
County Seats & Arms, Birds & Their Young,
Churchman Treasure Trove, Howlers, Lambert
& Butler Interesting Customs & Traditions of
the Navy, Army & Air Force and Rhodesian
Series, Bogulsavsky Conan Doyle Characters,
Phillips Famous Minors and This Mechanized
Age, Ogdens Motor Races 1931 and Morris
Horoscope and Beauties (gd)vg)(25) £60-80
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437.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a large
collection of loose larger size (M and X) cards
various genres (unchecked for sets)(gen gd)
(qty) £60-80
438.
Trade Cards, Brooke Bond, a
selection of partially filled albums and a large
collection of cards, various genres, unchecked
for sets (gd/vg)(1000’s) £40-60
439.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of 58 partially filled bespoke albums to include
Players, Carreras, Wills etc.( mixed conditions)
together with a quantity of loose cards (gd)
(qty) £40-60
440.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, various
Manufacturers, in 18 slot in bespoke albums,
sets to include Senior Service Beautiful
Scotland, Wills Garden Hints, Garden Flowers,
Railway Equipment, Household Hints, Wild
Flowers, Garden Flowers, Speed, Modern Naval
Craft, Players Churchman Boxing Personalities
and Treasure Trove and several by Players
(albums mixed conditions, cards gd/vg)
£40-60
441.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a vast
collection of loose cards, various genres and
Manufacturers, various eras, also includes
Shoot Out 2006-2007, viewing recommended
(1000’s)(gd/vg) £40-60
442.
Cigarette Ring Binders Five smaller
modern ring binders, together with a quantity
of plastic sleeves (gen gd) £20-40

443.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a large
collection of loose cards, various Manufacturers
to include, Huntley & Palmers (6 P size cards),
Hornimans, Walls, Lyons, Mobil, Priory,
Kelloggs, Walls, TyPhoo, also includes cards
from various A & BC Gum sets and TV and Film
related, Brown & Poulson Recipe Card and
Whitbread signs, also include Beanie Baby and
Recipe Cards, and a large collection of modern
collectable cards, viewing recommended
(mixed conditions)(1000’s) £80-100

445.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of loose cards, various Manufacturers to
include Ogdens, Ardath, Phillips, Gallaher,
Players, Wills and more, together with
completed original albums Players Birds &
Their Young, Animals of the Countryside, Film
Stars, two Cigarette Cards Magazines (1975
and 2001), also includes a few silks, various
genres (unchecked for sets)(1000’s)(gd)
£60-80
446.
Trade Cards, Brooke Bond, a
collection of completed albums to include Bird
Portraits, British Butterflies, Flags & Emblems,
Wildlife in Danger Trees in Britain, Butterflies of
the World, Wild Flowers Series 3, Asian Wildlife
(x2), African Wildlife, History of the Motor Car,
Wild Birds in Britain, Transport Through The
Ages, Adventurers & Explorers, Prehistoric
Animals, Famous People, British Costume,
Inventors & Inventions, The Sea Our Other
World, History of Aviation and Tropical Birds,
together with Swettenhams Evolution of the
Royal Navy and Hornimans Pets, also includes
empty albums Cooper Transport Through the
Ages and Reddings Ships of the World (mixed)
£40-60

447.
Framed Cigarette & Trade Cards,
Birds, four various sized framed collections,
to name glazed front and back. Players Aviary
& Cage Birds (complete) and Victoria Gallery
British Birds of Prey (complete), board backed
Ogdens Foreign Birds (repros) complete set in
two frames, also included framed and glazed
front and back Grand Top Dogs (vg)(5)
£40-60
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448.
Trade Cards, Brooke Bond, a
collection of original albums, all complete,
in excellent condition, to name Freshwater
Fish, History of Aviation, The Race into Space,
Butterflies of the World, Wild Birds of Britain
(x2), African Wildlife (x2), History of the Motor
Car, Vanishing Wildlife, Transport Through
the Ages (x2), Adventures & Explorers, British
Butterflies, Flags & Emblems of the World, The
Saga of Ships, Prehistoric Animals, Tropical
Birds, Wildlife in Danger and Wild Flowers
Series 3, also included Canadian Issues Animals
& Their Young and African Animals and
Hornimans Our Pets (all vg)(23) £40-60

449.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of original albums to include Players Birds &
Their Young, Aircraft of the Royal Air Force,
Animals of the Countryside, Cricketers 1938,
Aeroplanes (Civil), RAF Badges, Motor Cars 2nd
Series, International Airliners, Film Stars 3rd
Series and Kings & Queens of England, together
with Wills Railway Engines, Wild Flowers, Our
King & Queen, Air Raid Precautions, The Reign
of King George V, Radio Celebrities, Association
Footballers, Dogs, The Sea Shore and Carreras
Film Stars (oval), all albums and cards vg, cards
all stuck in (20) £60-80
450.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of original slot in Wills albums, complete sets
to include Garden Flowers New Varieties,
Players Wild Birds, Games Birds & Wild Fowl,
Regimental Uniforms, Natural History and
Cricketers 1938 together with Wills Roses,
Garden Flowers and Speed, also included
in Churchman slot in albums, Association
Footballers, Boxing Personalities, albums and
cards all vg (11) £60-80

451.
Cigarette Cards, Transport, contained
in a large modern ring binder, a collection by
various Manufacturers to include Wills Railway
Locomotives, Railway Engines (2 different)
and Famous British Liners 2nd Series, Phillips
Railway Engines and Aircraft, Gallaher Trains
of the World and Aeroplanes, Doncella Golden
Age of Steam and Golden Age of Motoring,
Players Racing Yachts, Naval Craft, Motor Cars
A & 2nd Series, Aircraft of the Royal Airforce
and Aeroplanes (Civil) (all vg)(16) £80-100

452.
Cigarette Cards, Animals, Birds
and Butterflies, a large modern ring binder
containing various sets to name, Gallaher
British Birds and Dogs, Players Aviary & Cage
Birds, Birds & Their Young, Game Birds & Wild
Fowl, Wild Birds, Butterflies and Dogs, Wills
British Birds, British Butterflies and Dogs, (full
scenic), Ogdens Foreign Birds and British Birds
(cut outs) and Black Cat British Birds, (all vg)
(14) £60-80
453.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, in a
modern album (with sleeve), a collection of
sets to name, Players Military Uniforms of
the British Empire, Motor Cars, Cricketers
1938, Regimental Uniforms 2nd Series and
Straight Line Caricatures, together with Wills
Cricketers, The Coronation Series and Railway
Engines, also included Carreras Kings & Queens
and CWS British & Foreign Birds (all gd/vg)(10)
£60-80
454.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of various sets in a modern ring binder album,
to name, Adkin Butterflies & Moths, Carreras
History of Naval Uniforms, Ogdens Birds Eggs
(cut outs), Lambert & Butler Motor Cars,
Wills Cricketers 1928 and Players Regimental
Uniforms 1st & 2nd Series, Kings & Queens of
England and Cricketers 1934, (all gd/vg)(9)
£60-80

457.
Cigarette & Trade Card Albums,
Mixed Lot, to Include four larger modern ring
binders, one containing new plastic sleeves,
one containing Brooke Bond sets, Wild Birds
in Britain, Tropical Birds, British Butterflies and
Butterflies of the World, also included Doncella
Golden Age of Motoring (in plastic sleeves),
a set of eight Princess Diana Phone Cards,
an empty photograph album, two Madame
Tussaud Guides, Murrays Cigarette Card Values
1997, The Sun Football Encyclopaedia &
Soccerstamp Album 1972-1972 (complete) and
a few empty and partially complete original
cigarette albums (viewing recommended)(gd)
£30-50

458.
Framed Cigarette Cards, Golf, two
framed and glazed (to back and front) sets to
include Players Golf (M size) and Morris Golf
Strokes (frames and cards vg)(2) £40-60
459.
Framed Cigarette Cards, Mixture,
four framed and glazed (to back and front)
sets to include Wills Association Footballers,
Celebrated Pictures 2nd Series, Gallahers
Racing Scenes and Carreras History of Naval
Uniforms, (frames and cards all vg) £40-60

455.
Cigarette
Cards,
Reprints
&
Reproductions, a variety of sets in a modern ring
binder to name, Imperial Tobacco, Wills Types
of the British Army and Railway Locomotives,
Ogdens Soldiers of the Kings, Lambert & Butler
Motor Cars 2nd Series and Worlds Locomotives
together with Card Promotions, Copes British
Warriors and a large collection of Nostalgia
Reprint of Taddy County Cricketers (various
sets, 149 cards)(all gd/vg) £40-60
456.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a collection of
sets in a modern ring binder to include Wilcock
British Cavalry Uniforms, Brindley & Associates,
Locos, Cricketers, Cricket The Old School, South
African Test Cricket, Cricketing Greats, Brooke
Bond Canada Songbirds of North America and
Birds of North America, Priory Tea I Spy Cars,
part sets County Print Services Cricketers 1890
(47/50), 1896 (48/50) and Cricketers 1900
(47/50), Barratts Test Cricketers (30/35), and
Keech English Cricketers (13/15)(all gd/vg)
£40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

460.
Framed Cigarette Cards, Players,
three framed and glazed (to back and front)
sets to name Uniforms of the Territorial Army,
Players Past and Present and Dogs, (frames
and cards vg), also included four books to
name Murrays Cigarette Card Values 2003,
LCC Catalogue of International Cigarette Cards
and Catalogue of British Cigarette Cards (both
hardback) and LCC Catalogue of British and
Foreign Cigarette Cards 1992 edition (all gd)(4)
£40-60
461.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, American
Tobacco, Old Mill Cigarettes, Actresses set 2
(line drawings) set of 12 plus and additional 4
colour/shading variations (Factory 25)(gd)
£40-60
462.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, American
Tobacco, Nebo Issue (mixture of factories) Flag
Girls of all Nations (complete set P24) together
with two postcards (all vg) £60-80

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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463.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, American
Tobacco, Zira Issue (Factory no 7), King Girls,
complete set (G12)(gd) £40-60
464.
Cigarette Silks, Anstie, Regimental
Badges, a collection of 83/85 silks plus an
additional 40 colour/size and error variations,
together with ten uncut strips of 5 and a
Gloucester Badge postcards, also included
Royal Standard and Portraits, set of 5 and 1
variation (all vg) £60-80
465.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, BAT, Best
Dogs of Their Breed (all with printed backs, no
makers name) complete set L50 (gd) £60-80

466.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, Compania
Tabacalera Argentina (CTA), set of X10 Rug
Designs (gen gd) £40-60

470.
Cigarette Silks, Phillips, a collection
of silks to name, part set Football Colours
(P18/78), complete sets Old Masters Set 4, Old
Masters Set 2A (BDV to top, plus 2 with grey
print), and Regimental Colours & Crests (M120,
BDV, numbered)(all gd/vg) £120-150
471.
Cigarette Silks, Themans, part sets
to name Film Stars Set B6 (M17/48), Views
of Blackpool (M2/12) and Views of Blackpool
(P1/7)(all gd/vg) £60-80
472.
Trade Silks, Bookmarks to include
from Sunday Companion 1924 (3) two
Religious, one Dickens and 2 Turma ‘Eind goed
al goed’ and Geen rood zonder doornen) (gd/
vg) £40-50

473.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, Turkish
Macedonia, Sporting Figures (CA1-25)(vg)
£40-60

478.
Trade Felts, Kewpie Doll, a collection
of 8 large felts with 1 additional colour variation
(gd/vg) £80-100
479.
Cigarette Silks, British American
Tobacco, an uncut pane comprising of
part set Crests & Colours of Australian
Universities (printed backs, numbers 26-50,
(fold centre of pane) together with Phillips
GP Territorial Badges, uncut panes M126.128
plus 2 duplicates (not backed, stained and
discoloured) and Regimental Colours L12/72
(gd) and Wix National Flags M25 x 2 (50/60)
red, white and blue printing (folded and
marked) £80-100

480.
Cigarette Cards, Cricket, a selection
from Taddy County Cricketers to name
Nottinghamshire’s A Hallam (corner folded),
J Gunn, and AO Jones, Gloucestershire’s T
Langdon (creased), Kent’s A Fielder, and CJ
Burnup, Warwickshire’s S P Kinneir (creased
centre) and Worcestershire’s FH Hunt, (all
show some wear and discolouration)(8)
£40-60

474.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, Turkish
Macedonia, mixture, from Animals, Birds and
Butterflies (part set (M37/43) together with 12
colour variations, also included Flowers M34
complete set plus 11 colour variations, (all vg)
£100-120

467.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, Imperial
Tobacco of Canada, all G size, complete
set Garden Flowers of the World (5)(some
discolouration and staining) together with
Premium Issues Staunch and True, Royal Arms,
Yachts (1), King George V (2, one head and
shoulders, one on horse back), Union Jack, (gd/
vg) £100-120

475.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, Turkish
Macedonia, Sport M55 plus 41 colour
variations together with 4 additional sporting
figures (vg) £100-120
476.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, Turkish
Macedonia, Standard Flags, set M83 on purple
silk (with one additional caption variation and
3 hand variations), 11 on brown, 16 on black,
and 3 on beige, (vg) £100-120

481.
Cigarette Cards, Cricket, a selection
from Taddy County Cricketers to name Essex’s
C McGahey, SP Meston and P Perrin, together
with Surrey’s A Marshal, T Hayward, JB Hobbs,
H Strudwick, JN Crawford, W Hitch and AW
Spring (some discolouration, corner bends and
markings)(10) £60-80
482.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
a collection of approx 500 loose cards, mixed
genres, to include Wills, Players, Brooke Bond,
Gengettie and more (loose, unchecked for
sets)(gen gd) £30-50

468.
Cigarette Silks, Morris, English
Flowers, complete set L25 Panel Cards,
together with 20 silks with ‘cruel’ over printed
‘crewel’ to back and 20 silks with no brand
name (gd/vg)(65 silks) £120-150
469.
Cigarette Silks, Murray, Orders of
Chivalry, 9 silks (backs intact, slight wear,
otherwise gd) £60-80
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477.
Foreign
Cigarette
Blankets,
American Tobacco Co, a collection to name
Domestic Pets set P5 (plus 2 colour variations
and 1 duplicate), Nursery Rhymes X8/10, Wild
Animals X3 and Soldiers complete set P12 (all
gd/vg) £100-120

483.
Cigarette
Cards,
Mixture,
a
collection of sets by Players and Wills, to
include Wills Gardening Hints, Britain’s Part
in the War, The Sea Shore, The Reign of
HM King George V, Garden Hints, Life in the
Hedgerow (reproduction), together with
Players International Airliners, British Naval
Craft, Uniforms of the Territorial Army, Gilbertt
& Sullivan, Cycling, Motor Cars 2nd Series and
Modern Naval Craft (all sets vg) also included
in original albums Wills Safety First and Radio
Celebrities and Players Aeroplanes (Civil) and
National Flags & Arms (mixed conditions)
£60-80
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484.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
a collection of sets to include, Gallahers Shots
from Famous Films, Garden Flowers and The
Navy, Carreras Britains Defences, Palmistry
and Celebrities of British History, Mills Naval
Battles, Phillips Coronation of Their Majesties,
Cavanders Reproductions of Famous Oil
Paintings, Hills Our Empire and four trade
card sets, Whitbread Marine Inn Signs, Radex
Famous Buildings, Brooke Bond The Saga of
Ships and County Print Kent Test Cricketers (all
vg) £60-80

485.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of sets to include Ardath Figures of Speech,
Churchman In Town Tonight, Association
Footballers, Contact Bridge, Wings over The
Empire and The RAF at Work, Copes Dickens
Character Series, Morris How to Sketch
and Lambert & Butler Interesting Musical
Instruments and Keep Fit (all vg) £60-80

489.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a selection
to include completed Brooke Bond Albums,
namely African Wild Life, British Wild Life,
Adventurers & Explorers, Tropical Birds, Asian
Wild Life, Famous People, Wild Flowers Series
2 and Song Birds of North America, together
with unused albums Inventors & Inventions
and Wild Birds of Britain, also includes a
selection of loose cards to include cards from
Shredded Wheat Champions of Sport, Savoy
Arial Navigation, Boys Cinema Famous Heroes,
Union Jack Library Police of All Nations, Rover
Speedway Stars and others and four small
souvenir books, The Rover Wireless Album, The
Boys Realm Book of Swimming, The Broadway
Book of Flying, The Rover Special Souvenir
Book (gd) £40-60

490.
Trade Cards, Sport, Two hardback
Adventure Rover Albums, partially filled with
cards from numerous sets including The
Champion Sporting Champions, Adventure Real
Photos, Boys Magazine Famous Internationals,
Gem Library, Boys Friend Rising Boxers, The
Rocket Famous Knock Outs, Boys Magazine
Football Series, Boys Realm Famous Cricketers,
Rover World’s Best Cricketers, Wizard County
Cricketers and more (albums poor, cards gd/
vg), also included a selection of cut out/stand
up Cricketers from the Popular (gen gd)
£40-60

486.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a large
collection of loose cards, unchecked for sets,
Manufacturers to include Lyons Tea, Cadet
Sweets, Barrett, Hornimans, Kane and Brooke
Bond (including Canada issues), also included
three partial filled Brooke Bond albums (qty)
(gd/vg) £40-60
487.
Cigarette Tins & Packets, Two larger
Wills Gold Flake Honey Dew Cigarette Tins
together with over 30 empty cigarette packets,
to include Players Navy Cut, Empire Navy
Cut, Wills Capstan Navy Cut, Gold Flake, Star,
Autograph, Woodbine, Star, Kensitas, Highnett
SDV and Mitchells Binnacle Navy Cut and Prize
Crop (some have writing to packets, mixed
conditions)(qty) £20-40
488.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a large
quantity of loose cards (unchecked for sets)
mainly Players and Wills, also includes Mitchell,
Gallaher, Churchman and more (mixed gen gd)
(100’s) £60-80

492.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of complete sets to include in original albums,
Ardath Who Is This and Players National Flags
& Arms together with loose sets, Mitchells
Humorous Drawings and Village Models 2nd
Series, Players Struggle for Existence, History
of Naval Dress, Cries of London 2nd Series and
Products of the World, also included an empty
original album for Ardath Cigarette Cards (gd/
vg) £40-60

493.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a further
collection of sets to include (L size), Arms of
Oxford & Cambridge Colleges and Arms of
Universities, together with Britains Part in the
War, Household Hints (x2), Railway Engines,
Flower Culture in Pots, Merchant Ships of
the World, Do You Know A & 2nd Series,
Flowering Shrubs & Trees, Roses, Wonders of
the Sea, Cricketers 1928, Life in the Tree Tops,
Gardening Hints, and Flags of the Empire (gen
gd) £60-80
494.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, Part sets
to include Mitchells River & Coastal Steamers
(30/50), Wills Fish & Bait (41/50), BAT Marvels
of the Universe (16) and War Incidents (20/25),
Wills Scissor Flag Girls ( (15) Scottish CWS
Dwellings of All Nations (14/25), Bigg Life
on Board a Man O War (8), Gallaher Votaries
of Weed (8/50) and other Churchman and
Lambert & Butler cards (mixed, overall gen gd)
£60-80
495.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Brooke
Bond, a small collection of complete loose sets
to include Trees in Britain, Flags & Emblems
of the World, British Costume and History of
the Motor Car (x3), also included a quantity of
loose Brooke Bond cards and a small selection
of cigarette cards (unchecked for sets)(qty)(gd/
vg) £30-50

491.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a collection
of sets, in an original slot in album Garden
Hints, in a hardback slot in album Engineering
Wonders, British Butterflies and Cinema Stars
1st and 2nd Series, together with loose sets,
Romance of the Heavens, Lucky Charms,
English Period Costumes, Household Hints,
Gardening Hints, Flags of the Empire (x2),
Wild Flowers, Cricketers 2nd Series, Roses 2nd
Series and Do You Know 2nd Series (mixed, gen
gd) £60-80
496.
Cigarette Cards, Cricket, two sets,
Wills Cricketers (25) together with Cricketers
(50)(vg) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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497.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, sets
in bespoke books to include WJ Boon De
Vaderlansche Geschiedenis, (cover work and
some pages loose), Ardath Tobacco Company,
Rembrandt and Boucher, United Tobacco COS
Our South African Flora, and The Pageant of
Kingship (cover heavily foxed)(cards and panes
gd/vg)(5) £20-40
498.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, a collection
of various genre sets to include Captains
of Association Clubs and Colours, Modern
Railways, Trainers & Owners Colours 1st & 2nd
Series, British Birds & Their Eggs and Owners
Racing Colours & Jockeys (blue back), also
included part sets Billiards (48/50), Pugilists
in Action (47/50) and Jockeys and Owners
Colours (48/50)(gen gd) £80-100

505.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a selection
of completed albums to include Brooke Bond
Asian Wild Life, Wonders of Wildlife, Bird
Portraits, Small Wonders (x2), African Wildlife,
Freshwater Fish, Play Better Soccer, Olympic
Greats, Tropical Birds and Vanishing Wildlife,
PG Tips Woodland Wildlife, Typhoo Do You
Know and Travel Through the Ages, Lyons
Wings of Speed, Australia and Wings Across
the World, Shell Great Britons Collection and
The Wildlife Collection, also includes Phillips
Film Stars (gen gd) £40-60
501.
Cigarette Cards, Birds and Flowers,
in two hard back slot in albums a collection
of sets to name Ogdens British Birds & Their
Eggs, Birds Eggs (cut out), Players Aviary &
Cage Birds, Game Birds & Wild Fowl, Curious
Beaks, Poultry and Wild Birds, Brooke Bond
Bird Portraits and Phillips British Birds and Eggs
and Bird Painting, also includes Wills Alpine
Flowers, Wild Flowers, Gardening Hints and
Garden Hints and Carreras Flowers,(cards gd)
£80-100
506.
Cigarette Cards, Taddy, Famous
Jockeys, (without frame), complete set, (slight
discolouration, one with slight removal of text
to back, otherwise vg) £250-350

499.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, various
genres a selection by Wills & Players, to include
Wills Naval Dress & Badges, Australian Issue
Royal Mail (mixed backs), Scissor Issue Britain’s
Defenders (red back), New Zealand Issue Units
of the British Army and RAF, Players Wrestling
& Ju Jitsu (blue back). Badges and Flags of
British Regiments (green back), Treasures of
Ireland and part sets Wills Scissor Beauties
(PC inset, no lattice back 25/52), Scissor
Beauties (PC Inset, lattice back 12/52), Arms &
Armour (Capstan back 48/50), with Players Old
Englands Defenders (28/50, poor)
£80-100

500.
Cigarette Cards, Naval, in a hardback
slot in album, annotated sets to include Players
History of Naval Dress, Modern Naval Craft,
Ships Figureheads and Life on Board a Man O
War, Carreras History of Naval Uniforms and
Our Navy, Wills Naval Dress & Badges, Life in
the Royal Navy, The World’s Dreadnoughts,
Celebrated Ships, Nelson Series and Signalling
Series, together with Gallaher The Navy (cards
gd/vg)(album gd) £80-100
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507.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a modern
ring binder album containing various part sets
by Carerras, Players, Wills, Phillips etc, various
genres, viewing recommended (800+ cards, all
gd/vg) £40-60
502.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
in three slot in hardback albums, a variety of
sets to include BAT Characters from Charles
Dickens, Cavander Ancient Chinese and Ancient
Egypt, Wills Romance of the Heavens, Lucky
Charms, Wonders of the Past, Gems of Belgian
Architecture and Gems of Russian Architecture,
Players Those Pearls of Heaven, Products of
the World (x2), Countries & Their Industries
(1 numbered, 1 unnumbered), Wonders of
the World, Celebrated Gateways and From
Plantation to Smoker, Ardath Proverbs, Phillips
Empire Industries, Ogdens Picturesque People
of the Empire, Mitchells Famous Crosses, Hills
Historic Places from Charles Dickens, United
Tobacco Boy Scouts & Girl Guide Badges and
Pastel Plates and Kelloggs Veteran Motor Cars,
(cards gd/vg)(albums fair/gd) £60-80
503.
Cigarette Cards, Military, a selection
of sets by various Manufacturers to include
Ogdens Leaders of Men, Wills Allied Army
Leaders, Builders of the Empire and Transvaal
Series (white border) together with Players
Arms & Armour (gd)(5) £60-80
504.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a collection
of partially filled albums to include Shell Great
Britons Collection, PG Tips Features of the
World, Queen Elizabeth I - Queen Elizabeth II,
Brooke Bond British Butterflies, Bird Portraits
and Police File, also includes a large selection
of loose cards, Brooke Bond, Lyons, Kelloggs,
Hornimans, Cadet, Kane, Thompson etc. and a
small selection of cigarette cards, (unchecked
for sets)(qty) £40-60

508.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a selection of
mixed genre sets to include Aviation, Billiards,
Fish & Bait, Musical Celebrities, Cinema Stars
3rd Series, Medals, Naval Dress & Badges and
Rugby Internationals (gd/vg)(8) £80-100

509.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Transport
related, a variety of sets to name Modern
Railways, Construction of Railway Trains, Flags
& Funnels of Leading Steamship Line, The Blue
Riband of the Atlantic and Yachts and Motor
Boats (all gen gd)(5) £80-100
510.
Cigarette Cards, Art & Architecture,
a selection of L size sets by Players to include
Treasures of Britain, Clocks Old & New, British
Regalia, Portals of the Past, Picturesque
London, Picturesque Cottages, Picturesque
Bridges, The Nations Shrines and Architectural
Beauties (gd/vg)(9) £60-80
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514.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of sets by various Manufacturers to include
Faulkners Prominent Racehorses of the Present
Day 1st & 2nd Series, Muratti Australian
Racehorses, Louis Gerard Modern Armaments
(numbered), Leas Butterflies & Moths (silks),
Wix Henry, CWS Wayside Flowers (green
back), African Types, Famous Bridges, British
and Foreign Birds and Famous Buildings and
Highnett Greetings of the World (gd/vg)(sets
sealed and unchecked)(12) £100-120
511.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a further
collection to include Wills Association
Footballers, Railway Engines, Gems of Belgian
Architecture, The Sea Shore, Britains Part in
the War, Dogs, Garden Hints, Life in the Royal
Navy, Wild Flowers, Air Raid Precautions,
Speed, Railway Equipment, Garden Flowers,
Radio Celebrities, Wild Flowers, Our King &
Queen, together with Churchmans Legends of
Britain, Wonderful Railway Travel, The Story
of Navigation, Association Footballers 2nd
Series, Kings of Speed, and Treasure Trove, also
included Cavanders Peeps into Many Lands
3rd & 4th Series and Animal Studies, Players
Cycling, and Black Cat Flowers All year Round,
Vintage Cars, Kings & Queens of England,
Military Uniforms, British Birds and Sport Fish
(all gd/vg)(sets sealed and unchecked)(32)
£80-100

512.
Cigarette Cards, Churchman, a
selection of sets to include Lawn Tennis, Boxing
Personalities, Celebrated Gateways, Sporting
Celebrities, Kings of Speed, Contact Bridge,
Legends of Britain, The King’s Coronation,
Association Footballers A Series, Treasure
Trove, Wonderful Railway Travel, The Story of
Navigation, Life in a Liner, and The House of
Parliament and Their Story (all gd/vg) 9sets
sealed and unchecked)(14) £80-100
513.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of sets, various genres to include Players
National Flags and Arms, International Air
Liners, Birds & Their Young, Motor Cars A
and 2nd Series, Sea Fishes, Film Stars 3rd
Series, Cycling, Cricketers 1930, 1934 and
1938, Dandies, Army Corps & Divisional Signs,
Dogs, RAF Badges, Kings & Queens of England,
Poultry, Military Uniforms of the British
Empire Overseas, Uniforms of the Territorial
Army, Aircraft of the Royal Air Force, Animals
of the Countryside, together with Gallahers
Aeroplanes, Butterflies & Moths, My Favourite
Part, Portraits of Famous Stars, Army Badges
and Garden Flowers and Phillips Famous
Minors (all gd/vg)(sets sealed and unchecked)
(28) £80-100
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515.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of Manufacturers, various genres to include
Carreras Raemaekers War Cartoons (Black Cat)
and Famous Naval Men, Morris Shadowgraphs
and Marvels of the Universe, Lambert & Butler
Motor Cars A & 2nd Series, Jackson Film Scenes
and Shots from the Films, Wills Wild Flowers (2
different sets) and Old English Garden Flowers,
Murrays Bathing Belles, Players Products of the
World, National Flags & Arms and Bonzo Dogs,
CWS African Types, and International Tobacco
Famous Buildings & Monuments (all gd/vg)
(sets sealed and unchecked)(17)
£100-120

518.
Cigarette Cards, A & M Wix, (Max
Cigarettes) in hardback ring binder, This Age
of Power and Wonder, embossed in gold print
to front cover, printed ‘Copy for Mr Wix’ and
signed March 1938 with Author’s regards to
inner cover (cover dirty, cards gd) together
with Speed Through the Ages in a hardback
book (gd) and Cinema Cavalcade in original
hardback book (spine intact, slight staining and
bubbling to front cover, cards gd), also included
Hills Views of Interest, presented in a bespoke
album, Cars 1-240 (A Series to 5th Series) and
others £40-60
519.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, United
Tobacco Cos. (South), in hardback books, Our
Lord (paper jacket torn) 100 drawings by Chas
Peers, together with Our South Africa Past &
present (some pages foxed, slight damage
to front cover), Our South African Flora, Our
South African Birds and Our South African
National Parks, also included softback books
Famous Works of Art and Springbok Album
South African Butterflies, (overall gd cards)(7)
£30-50

520.
Cigarette Cards, Carreras, a selection
of sets to include Footballers, Popular
Footballers, Highwaymen, Amusing Tricks &
How to Do Them, Tools and How to Use Them,
Alice in Wonderland (round corners), The
Science of Boxing Series (Black Cat), Kings and
Queens of England and Types of London (all
gen gd)(9) £120-150

516.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a collection
of sets in a modern ring binder to include
Country Seats & Arms, 1st, 2nd and 3rd Series,
Countries Arms and Flags, Bygone Beauties,
Ceremonial & Court Dress, Characters from
Dickens (re-issue), Cries of London A & 2nd
Series, Drum Banners & Cap Badges, Egyptian
Kings Queens and Classical Deities, From
Plantation to Smoker, Gems of British Scenery,
Hidden Beauties, Miniatures, Natural History,
Players Past & Present, Shakespearean Series,
Ships Figureheads, Struggle for Existence and
Wonders of the World (all gd/vg)(21)
£80-100
517.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a collection of
sets in a modern ring binder to include Arms
of Companies, British Birds, The Coronation
Series, Celebrated Ships, Do You Know
2nd Series, Engineering Wonders, Famous
Inventions, Flower Culture in Pots, Flowering
Trees & Shrubs, Gardening Hints, Gems of
Belgian Architecture, Historic Events, Roses,
Wild Flowers and Wonders of the Past (all gd/
vg)(15) £60-80

521.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Sport
Related, a collection of sets to name Prominent
Cricketers of 1938, Motor Races 1931, Football
Club Captains, Famous Dirt Tracker Riders,
Football Caricatures and Champions of 1936
(all gd/vg)(6) £100-120
522.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Animals &
Bird related, a selection of sets to include Dogs,
British Birds & Their Eggs, Racing Pigeons and
Poultry 1st & 2nd Series (all gd/vg)(5) £80-100
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523.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Boxing
related, a selection of sets to include Pugilists
& Wrestlers, Boxing and Pugilists in Action (gen
gd)(3) £80-100
524.
Cigarette Cards, Animals, Birds &
Fish, a further collection of Players L size cards
to name Aquarium Studies, Aviary & Cage
Birds, British Butterflies, Cats, Dogs (heads L25
possibly unissued), Dogs by Wardle A and 2nd
Series (Heads), Dogs by Wardle (full length),
Fresh Water Fishes, A Nature Calendar, Types
of Horses, Wild Animals (Heads) A & 2nd
Series, Wild Birds, Wildfowl and Zoo Babies
(gd/vg)(16) £100-120

532.
Cigarette Cards, Transport, two sets,
Lambert & Butler Hints & Tips for Motorists
and Wills Aviation (gd/vg)(2) £50-80
533.
Cigarette Cards, War, Copes War
Pictures, (gd/vg) £60-80

534.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, three sets,
Wills Lighthouses, Carreras Tools and How To
Use Them and Players British Livestock (all gd/
vg) £80-100

525.
Trade Cards, A & BC, Civil War News,
part set (67, 69, 73, 75, 77, 87 and 88 missing
nos 1, 4, 10, 11, 15, 17, 21, 34, 35, 64, 67, 69,
73, 75, 77, 87 and 88)(gd/gd) £30-50
526.
Cigarette Cards, Politicians, part
set Murrays Prominent Politicians (with two
strengths), 20 cards (gd/vg) £60-80
527.
Trade Cards, Sports, part sets,
Kiddy’s Favourites, Popular Footballers (15),
Popular Players (shamrocks on front, 3), and
Popular Speedway Riders (2), (all gd) also
included Thomson Secrets of Cricket (3) and
Boys of All Nations (1)(poor, backs damaged)
£30-50

528.
Cigarette Cards, War, Smith’s
Battlefields of Great Britain, part set (44/50,
nos 2, 23, 32, 37, 41 and 46 missing)(gen gd, a
few with discolouration) £100-120
529.
Cigarette Cards, Railways, two sets,
Lambert & Butler World’s Locomotives and
Churchmans Landmarks in Railway Progress
(gd/vg)(2) £50-80
530.
Cigarette Cards, Scottish, two sets,
Mitchells Famous Scots and Scotlands Story
(gd/vg)(2) £50-80
531.
Cigarette Cards, Sport, two sets,
Ogdens, Jockeys and Owners Colours and
Players Association Cup Winners (gd/vg)(2)
£50-80
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535.
Cigarette Cards, Military & Naval,
two sets, Players Life on Board a Man o War
(gd) and Arms and Armour (tape marks to
backs)(2) £60-80
536.
Trade Cards, Railways, Cadburys
Locomotive Series (gen vg, one with corner
bend) £40-60
537.
Cigarette Cards, Transport, a variety
of sets by various Manufacturers to include
Players Motor Cars and International Air Liners,
Lambert & Butler Motor Cars, Churchmans The
Queen Mary and BAT International Air Liners
(all gen gd)(5) £40-60

538.
Cigarette Cards, Railways, a
collection of sets to include, BAT Famous
Railway Trains, Phillips Railway Engines,
Pattreioux Senior Services British Railways,
Hills Railway Centenary A & 2nd Series,
Churchmans Wonderful Railway Travel and
Landmarks in Railway Progress, also includes
Lambert & Butler Worlds Locomotives (all gd/
vg)(8) £80-100

541.
Cigarette Cards, Flora and Fauna, a
selection of sets to name Players Sea Fishes,
Struggle for Existence and Birds & Their Young,
Wills The Sea Shore, Roses, Wild Flowers,
Garden Hints, Garden Flowers, Gardening Hints
and British Butterflies also includes Gallahers
Dogs and Carreras Orchids (gd/vg)(12)
£60-80

542.
Cigarette Cards, Railways, a selection
of sets to name, Ogdens Construction of
Railway Trains, Gallahers Trains of the World,
Wills Railway Engines, (2 different), Churchman
Empire Railways and Lambert & Butler Worlds
Locomotives set 1-25, additional set and part
set (1-50, 25 cards)(all gen gd, some wear to L
& B sets)(8) £100-120
543.
Cigarette Cards, Arms, a variety of
sets to name Wills Arms of Companies, Arms of
Foreign Cities, Arms of the British Empire and
Borough Arms second edition, also included
Cavendars School Badges (1 with light blue
back) (gd/vg)(5) £40-60

544.
Cigarette Cards, Railways, a further
selection to include Wills Locomotives
and Rolling Stock (no clause, a few with
damaged backs), Railway Engines and Railway
Locomotives, (gd)(3) £60-80

539.
Cigarette Silks, Mixture, Wix Kensita
British Empire Flags, together with Phillips Old
Masters Set 5 (part set 51/60)(vg) £40-60

545.
Cigarette Cards, Horse Racing, four
sets, namely Ogdens Derby Entrants 1928 and
Jockeys and Owners Colours, Gallahers Racing
Scenes and Lambert & Butler Horsemanship
(all vg)(4) £80-100
546.
Trade Cards, Mixture, Beano The Age
of Speed, together with a selection of Brooke
Bond sets to name Bird Portraits, Out into
Space and British Wild Life, also includes A &
BC Cinema Cards, Scenes from the Films (loose
cards, duplicated) £40-60

540.
Cigarette Cards, Railways, Wills sets
to include, Locomotives and Rolling Stock (with
clause, fair/gd, some damage to a few backs)
together with Railway Locomotives, Railway
Equipment and New Zealand Issue Railway
Working (4)(gen gd/vg) £80-100

547.
Cigarette Cards, Sport, a variety
of sets by various Manufacturers, to name
Churchmans Boxing Personalities and
Association Footballers, Players Tennis,
Cricketers 1930 and 1934 and Ogdens A B C of
Sport (gen gd)(6) £80-100
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548.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of sets, various genres to include Lambert &
Butler Interesting Sidelights of the Work of the
GPO and Motor Cars (25), Millhoff Geographica,
Churchman Wings over the Empire, World
Wonders Old and New, Senior Service Beautiful
Scotland and Players Celebrated Gateways
(gen gd/vg, a few discoloured)(7) £80-100

549.
Cigarette Cards, Railways, a variety
of sets to include Imperial Tobacco of Canada
Railway Engines, Ogdens Modern Railways,
Phillips Model Railways and CWS Railway
Engines (all vg) £80-100

554.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a collection
of loose cards, (unchecked for sets), various
Manufacturers, mainly Brooke Bond, others
include Kelloggs, Facchinos, Barrett, Walls,
Lyons, Primrose Confectionery and Titbits
Periodical (gd/vg))(100’s) £40-50
555.
Cigarette
Cards,
Mixture,
a
quantity of loose large size cigarette cards,
Manufacturers to include Churchman, De
Reszke, Embassy, Phillips, Players, (including
modern issues), Hills and Senior Service (gd/
vg)(100’s) £40-60
556.
Cigarette Silks & Trade Cards,
Mixture, a small collection of sets to include
Mars Wonders of Queen Mary, Typhoo
Important Industries of the British Empire and
Interesting Events in British History, together
with Brooke Bond Famous People, Turtles and
African Wildlife, also includes Typhoo Package
Issue part set Football Clubs (23 cards),
together with Sanders Bros Dogs (2) and Birds,
Fowls, Pigeons & Rabbits (1) and Farrows
Animals at the Zoo (1), also includes a small
selection of silks and canvas cards, (viewing
recommended) (all gd/vg) £40-60

550.
Trade Cards, Sports, three sets to
name, Thomson Famous Footballers, Morning
Foods Test Cricketers, and Kane 1956 Cricketers
(vg)(3) £30-50

551.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of various genre sets, Wills Safety First,
Carreras Highwaymen, Gallaher Film Episodes
and My Favourite Part, and Churchmans The
Kings Coronation (gd/vg)(5) £80-100

557.
Cigarette Cards, Transport, a
collection of sets to include Wills Locomotive &
Rolling Stock (no clause/ fair/gd), Churchmans
The Story of Navigation, Life in a Liner, and
Wonderful Railway Travel, Wills Railway
Equipment and Speed, Doncella Golden Age
of Flying and Golden Age of Steam, also in
bespoke slot in albums Players Modern Naval
Craft and International Air Liners, (gd/vg)(10)
£60-80

552.
Cigarette Albums and Cards, a
collection of 8 modern ring binders, some
loose plastic sleeves and a small selection of
loose cigarette and trade cards, including a
quantity of Cousis Warships and Celebrities
and a Fine Express Engine presented with The
Popular June 1922 (vg) £60-80
553.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a large
quantity of loose cards (unchecked for sets)
mainly Wills, Players, Gallaher, Lambert &
Butler, Carreras, Ogdens, Churchman and
more (mixed gen gd), also includes several
original slot in albums ( Wills, Carreras and
Senior Service, all empty), a 1977 Murray Card
Catalogue and a January 1993 Card Times (gd)
£60-80

558.
Cigarette Cards, Animals, a selection
of sets to include, Players Butterflies, Wild
Birds, Poultry, Dogs and Wild Animal Heads,
Gallaher Wild Animals, Senior Service Dogs,
Grandee Britain’s Endangered Wildlife, The
Living Ocean, and Britain’s Nocturnal Wildlife,
also includes Doncella The Living Ocean and
Britain’s Endangered Wildlife (all gd/vg)(12)
£40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

559.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a variety
of sets by various Manufacturers, to name
Churchmans Boxing Personalities and Kings of
Speed, Wills Overseas Dominions of Canada
and Australia, Garden Hints and Railway
Equipment, Players Cricketers 1934, Cries of
London A Series, Egyptian Kings & Queens and
Classical Deities, Boy Scout & Girl Guide and
Hidden Beauties, also includes Senior Service
Our Countryside and British Railways, and Tom
Thumb Wonders of the Ancient World and
Exploration of Space (all gd/vg)(15) £60-80
560.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of sets, various Manufacturers and genres
to name, Players Cricketers 1934, Football
Caricatures by MAC, Hidden Beauties, Boy
Scout & Girl Guide and Straight Line Caricatures,
Wills Garden Flowers, Household Hints, Roses
(2nd Series) and A Garden Life, Churchman
Association Footballers, Howlers and Treasure
Trove, also included Gallaher Wild Flowers
and Grandee Britains Endangered Wildlife and
The Living Ocean and Doncella Golden Age of
Motoring and Golden Age of Steam (all gd/vg)
(17) £60-80
561.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a further
selection of sets to include Churchman Wings
over the Empire and Boxing Personalities,
Gallaher Park Drive Stars of Screen & Stage
and The Navy, Players Dandies, Poultry, From
Plantation to Smoker, Cricketers 1934, Hidden
Beauties, Dandies, Butterflies and Derby &
Grand National Winners, Wills Garden Flowers
(new Varieties) and Garden Life, also included
Hills Scientific Inventions and Discoveries (all
gd/vg)(15) £60-80

562.
Cigarette Cards, Military, Gallahers
The Great War Victoria Cross Heroes, part sets,
1st Series (9), 2nd Series (11), 3rd Series (5),
4th Series (5), 5th Series (15), 7th Series (5)
and 8th Series (10) (all fair/gd) together with
BAT War Incidents (10) and Wills Naval Dress &
Badges (10) and Ogdens Orders of Chivalry (11)
(mixed) £60-80

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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563.
Cigarette Cards, Sport, a selection of
part sets to include Gallaher Famous Cricketers
(green back 18), Famous Footballers (green
back, 37), Famous Footballers (brown back, 9)
and Churchmans Sports of Many Lands (22)(all
gen gd) £60-80
564.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a small
selection of part sets to name Copes The
World’s Police (20), Wills Musical Celebrities
(7), Phillips Personalities of Today (13) and
Lawn Tennis (1), United Services Popular
Footballers (2) and Ancient Warriors (4), also
included Morris Wireless Series (2) and Taddy
Honours & Ribbons (1)(all gen gd) £60-80

565.
Cigarette Cards, Sport, a collection
of sets by various Manufacturers to include
Ogdens Champions of 1936, Churchman
Boxing Personalities, Players Footballers 1928
and Wrestling & Ju Jitsu (blue back), Lambert
& Butler Keep Fit and Gallaher Sporting
Personalities (all vg)(6), also includes part sets
Lambert & Butler Horsemanship (11/50) and
Keep Fit (16/50), Carreras Races Historic &
Modern (14/25) and Boguslavsky Winners of
the Turf (11/25)(all vg) £80-100
566.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a variety
of larger card sets, various genres to include
Gallahers Art Treasures of the World and Dogs,
Players Portals of the Past, Wills Old Silver and
Public Schools, Carreras Notable MPs and Gran
Pop, Castella, In Search of Steam, CWS Beauty
Sports of Britain, Copes The Game of Poker and
Chings Jersey Past & Present and Says Jenkyn
(all vg)(11) £50-80
567.
Cigarette Cards, Transport, a small
selection to include Hills Famous Ships, Wills
Celebrated Ships, Lambert & Butler Motor
Cars (green back), Murrays Steam Ships and
Churchmans Wonderful Railway Travel, (5),
also includes part set Lambert & Butler Worlds
Locomotives (10/25) and (all vg) £40-60

568.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Mixture,
American Tobacco, part sets, Old Ships (22) and
Flags of All Nations (33), together with Allen &
Ginter Flags of All Nations (second series, 6)
and World’s Smokers (6)(gd) £60-80
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574.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a collection
of sets to include Copes Cathedrals, Players
Gems of British Scenery, Wonders of the World
Boy Scout & Girl Guide and Dandies, Black Cat
Kings & Queens of England, Woods Romance
of the Royal Mail, , Westminster New Zealand
second series, also includes several part sets
(gd/vg) £40-60

569.
Cigarette Cards, Military and Historic,
a collection of sets to include Players History
of Naval Dress, Army Corps & Divisional Signs,
War Decorations & Medals, Napoleon, Wills
Flags of the Empire Second Series, Carreras
Britains Defences and Celebrities of British
History (7) also included parts sets, Carreras
History of Army Uniforms (8/50), History of
Naval Uniforms (26/50) and Our Navy (18/50)
and Lambert & Butler Famous British Aormen
& Airwomen (20/25) and Aeroplane Markings
(26/50)(all gd/vg) £40-60

575.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Beauty, part
sets, Dukes Lone Jack Beauties (10) together
with Sweet Corporal Actresses (various sets)
(30) £60-80
576.
Foreign Cigarette Printed Albums,
Allen & Ginter, three printed albums, General
Government and State Capital Buildings, Birds
of America and Song Birds of the World (covers
detached, otherwise all gd/vg)(3) £80-100

570.
Cigarette Cards, Film & Radio, a
selection of sets to include Abdulla Screen
Stars, Carreras Film Stars, Sarony Cinema
Stars, Leas Girls from the Shows, Wills Radio
Celebrities, Gallahers Shots from the Films and
part set Carreras Film Favourites ( 38/50)(all
gd/vg) £40-60
571.
Cigarette Cards, Animals, a collection
of sets to include, Gallahers Animals of
Commercial Value and Dogs, Churchmans
Natures Architects, Morris Whipsnade Zoo, De
Reszke Real Photographs 5th Series, Players
Animals of the Countryside, Sea Fishes, Wild
Animal Heads and Dogs Heads, also includes
Wills Pond & Aquarium and Part set Carreras A
Kodak at the Zoo (21/50)(all gd/vg) £40-60

572.
Cigarette Cards, Birds & Flowers, a
selection of sets to include Players Game Birds
& Wild Fowl and Birds & Their Young, Wills Old
English Garden Flowers and Flowering Shrubs
& Trees, Gallahers Garden Flowers and British
Birds, also includes Leas English Birds and part
set Black Cat British Birds (48/50)(all gd/vg)
£40-60
573.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a variety
of sets to name Wills Overseas Dominions
Australia and Canada, Do You Know and
Household Hints, also includes Leas Coronation
Souvenir, Phillips Famous Crowns, Churchmans
Pipes of the World, Westminster Canada 1st
Series and Lambert & Butlers Rhodesian Series
1st and 3rd together with part sets Lambert
& Butler Highwaymen (11/25) and London
Characters (8/25), £40-60

577.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Beauty,
Moore & Calvi Beauties Playing Cards, Trumps
Long Cut, part set (40/53), (clean cards
generally gd, a few with tape marks to edges)
£180-200

578.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Flags, Allen
& Ginter, Flags of the States and Territories,
(fronts good, some wear and markings to back,
Cigarettes are the Best to Back), complete set,
£100-120
579.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Beauty,
Duke, Gems of Beauty part set (Honest Long
Cut backs, 20/25, fronts gd, backs showing
wear and discoloration marks) £80-100
580.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Butterflies,
Kinneys Butterflies of the World, complete set
(gd, some markings to backs) £40-60
581.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Beauty,
Duke, Albums of American Stars, part set
(15/25), Honest Long Cut back, (cards only,
no folders, fronts gd, backs showing various
degrees of discolouration) £120-140
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589.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Beauty,
Lorillard, two part sets, Ancient Mythology
Burlesque, (12/25)(all fronts gd, one creased
and a couple with wear to backs) and Types of
the Stage (8/25)(6 fine cut backs, 2 Tiger backs,
slight discolouration) £80-100
590.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Ships,
Marburg Typical Ships, part set (9/50), (one
creased, backs stamped or marked, fronts gd)
£60-80
582.
Foreign Cigarette Card Placards,
Beauty, two Kimball Beauty Straight Cut and
High Grade are the Best Counter Top Placards,
(both show tears and wear to top and bottom,
otherwise gd) £40-60

595.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Beck, a
selection of various cards to include Presidents
of the USA (coloured)(1), Beauties Burdick
(9), and Photographic Cards (5) all Yum Yum,
(mixed conditions) £120-150
596.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Buchner,
Police Inspectors & Captains in Uniform (part
set 25 cards)(gen gd, a few with plain backs)
£100-120
591.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Allen &
Ginter, Fish From American Waters, (gd, only a
few with markings to back) £180-200

583.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Dancing
Girls, Kimball, complete set of Dancing Girls of
the World (gd, a couple with markings to back)
£220-250
584.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Leaders,
Kinneys Leaders, complete set, (a couple with
discoloured backs, one with pencil markings
through names, otherwise gd) £100-120

592.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Finzer, a
mixture to include Inventors and Inventions
(complete set of 10, gd) together with 3
paper tags, an advert card (girl and boy under
umbrella) a cabinet card (lady in hat) and a
coupon for a tin, £100-120

597.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Geo Helme,
Prince Albert Cigarettes, Clowns, two sets of 6,
one blue, one pink, mixed backs (gd/vg) £60-80
598.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Actresses,
Duke a collection of 51 cards from various
groupings (gen gd, some corner wear, mixed
backs), viewing recommended £60-80

585.
Foreign Cigarette Cards Placards,
Miners & Puddlers Hanging Card, Long Cut
Smoking Tobacco (slight wear to edges),
together with National Cigarette Company
Admiral Cigarette Counter Top Placard (patent
pending, head detached)(2) £40-60
586.
Foreign Cigarette Ephemera, Two
Lorillard Old Bond Certificates together with a
BAT Cameron & Bros Ascot Horse Racing Poster
(gd/vg)(3) £60-80
587.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Novelties,
Kinneys Novelties, 21 rectangular cards and 4
die cut, (a couple with wear to backs, otherwise
gd) £60-80

588.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Allen
& Ginter, Arms of All Nations, complete
set, (fronts gd, some backs show wear and
discolouration) £200-220

593.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Beauty,
Lorillard, part set Actresses (11/25)(some with
creasing) together with four Climax Tin Tag
Tobacco Advert Cards (postcard size, gd, one
with wear to corners) £100-120

599.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Costume,
Marburg National Costumes, part set (25/50),
(fronts gen gd/backs mixed conditions)
£180-200
600.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Beauty,
Leidersdorf, various cards to include Actresses
(Red Clover, 5), Actresses (blank back 2), Uncle
Sam Girl and Flag (2) and a Railroad Boy advert
card (gen gd) £80-100

594.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Allen &
Ginter, Worlds Dudes (gd, a few backs with
discolouration or wear) £200-220

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

601.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Halls Actors,
Actresses, Athletes & Presidential Candidates,
35 cards, various design fronts, (fronts gd,
backs with staining and wear) £60-80

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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609.
Postcards, a collection of approx
380 Edwardian cards in two albums inc,
Female Music hall stars, Beauties, Floral,
Cricket, Welsh Costume, Comic, RP portraits/
Groups, RP Military portraits, Scenic, Seaside,
River craft, Historic Buildings, etc, together
with early portrait album with Late Victorian/
Edwardian family photographs and empty
cigarette album. G ,V/G. £50-70
602.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Dukes,
Rulers Flags & Arms, large card, complete set
(gd) £200-220

616.
Postcards, loose, a collection of
approx 250 Edwardian and later cards, mostly
Sussex, nice lot inc, Windmill, street scenes
roads, Costal and inland views, seaside etc.
G.V/G £30-50
617.
Postcards, loose, a collection of
approx 280 Edwardian and later, mostly Devon
& Cornwall inc, Fowley, Falmouth, Dartmoor,
Clovelly, Dartmouth, Plymouth etc, seaside and
costal views, scenic vistas, ancient buildings
and more. G.V/G. £40-60

603.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Dukes,
Rulers Flags & Arms, folders, Dukes Cameo
Cigarettes part set (26/51) (gd) £60-80

610.
Postcards, loose, a vast collection
of several thousand, Edwardian and later
cards,inc, World destinations, Early America,
Nostalgia Postcard series, Africa, Aircraft,
Saucy Comic, South Coast, RP Bromley Rd
Catford showing early bus, River craft, London,
RP portraits, Modern Art, RP’s village scenes,
inc Beaulieu, Scenic vistas, Seaside etc. Fair /
VG (3) £60-80
604.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Dukes,
Rulers Flags & Arms, folders, Dukes Turkish
Cross Cigarettes part set (27/51) (gd) £60-80
605.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Dukes,
Rulers Flags & Arms, folders, Dukes Cigarettes
part set (39/51, plus 3 duplicates) (gd) £80-100

611.
Postcards/Ephemera,
loose,
a
mixture of later cards themed on Trains inc,
photographic, Trains, Trams, Buses, ( some
photographs) Trolley buses, many Engines/
Locos, Photographs engine parts, etc. V/G
£50-80

606.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Dukes Comic
Characters part set (15/25)(some damage to a
few, front and back) £60-80

612.
Postcards, loose, a large collection
of approx 2500+ Edwardian and mainly
later cards, inc UK views & subjects, Ancient
buildings, Seaside etc, attractive lot. G. V/G
£40-60

Postcards
607.
Postcards, a selection of approx
370 loose Edwardian and later cards inc, RP’s
portraits, Soldier on horseback, Sailor and
wife, Comical, children and dogs, Photographic
Mexico, Suffragette comical, Henley-onThames, Aboriginal dress, Belgian, Mannekenpis series 2 , WW1, etc, G. V/G Parcel
£60-80

618.
Postcards, loose, a collection of
approx 200 Edwardian and later cards, mostly
Exhibitions, inc, Franco British 1908, Japan
British 1919, Exposition Internationale Paris
1937, local fetes etc. G.V/G. £50-70
619.
Postcards, loose, a collection of
approx 150 cards and photographs, Railway,
inc, old engines, sheds, track side, stations etc,
well annotated. G.V/G. £30-50
620.
Postcards, loose, a collection of
approx 200 Edwardian and later cards, mostly
S.E.England inc good collection of Kent, Surrey,
London & suburbs, street scenes,seaside RP’s ,
etc. G.V/G. £30-50

613.
Postcards, loose, a large collection
of approx 2000+ Edwardian and later cards,
inc UK views & subjects, Ancient buildings,
Seaside, Comic etc, G. V/G £30-50

621.
Postcards, loose, a collection of
approx 120 mostly Edwardian cards, Social
History inc, portraits, children, groups, fashion,
play scenes etc. G.V/G. £30-50

614.
Postcards, loose, a collection of
approx 340 Edwardian and later Foreign cards
inc, early views, S.E.Asia, Middle East, North
America etc. G.V/G. £50-70
608.
Postcards, an interesting collection
of approx 220, Edwardian cards in two albums,
inc, Advertising, Comical, London, Cattle,
Irish comical, Seaside, Farming Advertising,
RP Transporter bridge Runcorn, RP’s Horses,
Traction engine, I.O.M. etc, together with four
albums of cigarette cards. G. V/G
£150-250
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

615.
Postcards, loose, a collection of
approx 550 Edwardian and later cards, mainly
europe inc, France, Italy, Switzerland , scenic
views and historic buildings etc. G . V/G
£30-50

622.
Postcards, loose, a large collection of
approx 3500 cards, mostly 1960 and later, UK
and foreign inc seaside, holiday destinations,
art, advertising, senic views,towns, comic and
more. G. V/G (2) £40-60
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623.
Postcards, loose, a varied collection
of approx 450 Edwardian and later cards inc,
Comic, Floral, Animals, Social History, Portraits,
Buildings,Scenic , Greetings etc, Poor/ G
£40-60
624.
Postcards, loose,Foreign, a collection
of approx 500 Edwardian and later cards inc,
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Germany,
Holland, France, various subjects, Poor/ G
£40-60
625.
Postcards, loose, a large collection
of approx 3500 cards, mostly 1970 and later,
Foreign inc seaside, holiday destinations, art,
advertising, senic views,towns, and more. Fair.
V/G (2) £40-60

626.
Postcards,
loose,Foreign,
a
collection of approx 400 Edwardian and
later cards inc,France, New Zealand, Spain,
Switzerland,USA, etc ,various subjects. Poor/ G
£40-60

630.
Postcards, Albums, a collection of
approx 750, 1930/40’s and later cards in six
modern albums inc, Dock side, Rivercraft,
Buses, Trams/Trolley buses, many Trains,
Piers, Seaside, Brighton, Mersey tunnel, Locos,
Boats, Liners etc,together with a selection of
small vintage advertising tins, and cigarette
cards G.V/G. £80-100
631.
Postcards, loose,Railway, a small
collection of approx 180 cards and photographs,
modern, inc, advertising posters, Destinations,
Trains Locos, associated equipment and
furniture, reprints etc V/G £30-50

635.
Postcards, Album, a splendid large
Edwardian album containing approx 850 cards
inc, Fortune, Beauty, Romance, Song sets, WWI
sets, Kaleidoscope type, London street sets,
Greetings, Children, Horses, Hunting, Dogs,
Actresses, Actors, Kew gardens, Comic, RP’s,
Countryside, Glamour, Puzzle cards, Famous
buildings, Seaside, Silks, Soldiers, Military
Hospital, Ships, Animals, Royalty, RP Keeper
with monkey, Trenches, Barracks, Egypt,
Cartoon, Military Cartoon, Police cartoon,
together with a selection of vintage printed
ephemera. G. V/G £200-300

632.
Postcards, loose, Social History, a
small collection of approx 50 mainly Edwardian
cards, many RP’s Portraits, Children, Men on
horseback, Soldiers, Soldiers guarding biplane,
four soldiers by crashed plane, Guides group,
Archers in dress uniform, Lady with decorated
bicycle, Rail workers assemble, Soldier in front
of tent, Footballers, and more G. V/G £40-60

636.
Postcards, loose, a small collection
of seven cards and photographs mostly related
to Military subjects inc, Troops in jungle gear
resting, Beheaded body on stretcher, dead
bodies, possible Military building , dead
mother and child , Military hockey group,
Natives, India, Zeppelin, early plane etc. G
£50-100

633.
Postcards, loose, WWI area and later,
a collection of approx 60 cards inc, RP-Large
gun with sailors below,Inflatable above tents,
Inflatable above spectators, Sailors on ship,
HMS “ Dela”, HMS Cleopatra, HMY “Alexandra”,
HMS “Durban”, Ashford Evacuee class, Bisley
camp, HM A/P Flotilla, HMS “Tiger”, Comic
Hun, Comic, Silks etc G V/G. £50-100

637.
Postcards, album, a small collection
of approx 90 Midget cards inc, actresses,
actors, old “Bill” cards, WWI etc, G. V/G.
£30-50

627.
Postcards, loose, Counties, a
collection of approx 480 cards, Edwardian and
later, various subjects inc, Yorkshire, London,
Avon, Buckinghamshire, Cornwall, Cumbria,
Devon, Dorset, East Sussex , etc, Poor /G.
£40-60
628.
Postcards, loose, Counties, a
collection of approx 500 cards, Edwardian and
later, various subjects inc,Gloucestershire,
Hampshire, Humberside,Shropshire, Somerset,
Surrey, Tyne & Wear, Wales , etc, Poor /G.
£40-60
629.
Postcards, loose, a collection
of approx 800 cards 1940/50’s and later,
inc Seaside, Country villages, South Coast,
Shipping, Mabel Lucy Atwell, Comic, Floral,
Animals, Birds, Wiltshire, Berkshire, Royalty,
Wales, New Forrest,WWI, together with a
small selection of cigarette cards and albums.
etc, G. V/G £40-60

634.
Postcards, Album/ loose, a collection
of approx 700 cards, Edwardian and later
inc, RP’s street scenes, Ireland, RP Children
in school,Walton-on-naze, Comic, Dogs, RP’s
Buildings, WWI, Seaside, Villages-Towns,
Greetings, Beauty, Portraits, Pottery and
porcelain set, Scenic, South Coast, Piers,
Ramsgate, Windmill, Soldier Groups, German
POW camp Frith Hill, Military Hospital croydon,
RP Child at seaside with bucket and spade,
Floral, Soldier on Motorbike, RP Zeppelin
visit to Blyth 14th April 1915, RP’s Girl School
parade, RP- Zeppelin London Air Raid Oct 13th
1915, RP Police Group, (Album AF), G. V/G.
£100-200

638.
Postcards, loose, a collection of 48,
WWI “ Old Bill” Bruce Bairnsfathers cards inc
full sets, Set 1 (6) Set 2 (6) Set 3 ( 6) Set 4 (6)
Set 5 (6) Set 6 (6) Set 7 (6) Set 8 (6) together
with the book “Bullets & Billets” by Bruce
Bairnsfathher. G V/G. £150-200
639.
Postcards, albums, a collection of
approx 150 Edwardian and later cards in two
modern albums inc, Actresses, Greetings,
Comic, Scenic, Seaside, Pier, Bristols Big Blaze,
RP River boat, Bristol, Fowley harbour, River
craft, RP Lighthouse, Children, Sweetheart,
together with two albums of cigrette cards,
mostly Ogdens Guinea golds and tabs. Parcel
G. V/G £40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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640.
Postcards, albums, a collection of
approx 300 Edwardian and later cards in six
modern albums, mostly Edinburgh inc, “Scotch
Washing”, Historic buildings, Tip Top house,
Mountains, Exhibition of 1908, Tartans, Comic,
Advertising backed, Exhibition stands 1908,
Telescopes, etc G. V/G £60-80

645.
Ephemera,
Photographic,
two
Edwardian albums of family portraits inc, Male,
female, Children, Full length/seated, Siblings,
Family groups, Carte de visite, Wedding, AF (
some foxing and pressure marks) Fair V/G.
£50-70
641.
Postcards, albums, a collection of
approx 260 Edwardian and later cards in two
modern albums inc, Exposition Maritime
Bordeaux 1907, many early baby incubator
exmples, Exhibition brussels 1910, Couveuses
Infants, Glasgow Exhibition 1901/1904, (
early cards & some reprints) Comic, Empire
exhibition 1938, Various other exhibitions. G.
V/G £60-80

646.
Ephemera, Mixed, including, two
mounted cigarette card lots- Swimming &
Gymnastics, Grenadier Guards exhibition
catalogue, three issues of Weird tales
comic 1948, 20 vintage issues of “Pocket
Romance”/”Pocket Chiller” and similar
magazine, three packets of card games etc.
Parcel £20-30

649.
Ephemera, Scouting, a collection
of approx 100+ scouting and guides patches ,
badges, scarf and belt. Parcel.
£50-70
650.
Ephemera, Art work, a small
collection of 1940’s original art work inc,
Decorative Art 1943-1948 cover page, L.M.S.
Dublin to Hollyhead poster,Bouquet Cigarettes,
Telephone poster, Regents park Zoo,Eclipse
Illumination, Vehicle names, Radio Times
1946, and exeter 1946 Map and Guide cover,
all named “Keith Lewis”. Parcel £50-100
651.
Ephemera, Mixed, a good selection
of approx 70 Scottish Exhibition related pieces
inc, tickets, passes, invitations Time tables,
booklets, flyers etc, together with approx 40
postcards ,cloth and embroidered squares,
photographs , mainly portrait, small, calling
card size , etc.Parcel. £50-100

642.
Postcards, albums, a collection of
approx 250 Edwardian and later cards in two
modern albums mostly Scottish Exhibition
Glasgow, 1911 inc, Tartan insert cards, Stand
cards, Rural cards, Boating lake, Highland
scenes, Concert hall, Palace of Industries,
National series coloured, Cut-away, Pocket
type, Comic, Silk, Rural crafts etc, G.V/G
£60-80
647.
Ephemera, Matchboxes, a collection
of several hundred match boxes and match
books, UK and foreign, different sizes,
thematic, advertising, businesses, etc, some
labels mostly complete. £50-100

652.
Ephemera, Falconry related etchings,
a large etching of a Peregrine falcon on perch
with hoods in background, 57cm x 38cm,
together with three small falconry related
etchings a spy print “The new forest” of a
falconer, and a print of associated raptors and
birds of prey. parcel £50-80

643.
Postcards, albums, a collection
of approx 270 Edwardian and later cards
in two modern albums inc, Cork Exhibition
1903/ Dublin 1907, Silks, Royal visit, Scenic,
Water chute,Donnybrook entrance, Palace
of Industries, Helter skelter lighthouse, Rural
crafts, Comic, Electrical Exhibition Manchester,
Park, North east Coat Exhibition 1929,
Midlands Exhibition after the fire, Various
other exhibitions . G.V/G £60-80
Ephemera

644.
Ephemera, a vintage Lincoln &
Bennett, Hats black and gold ,glass shop sign,
reeded framed in mahogany, 38cm x 59cm.
£80-120
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

648.
Ephemera, Mixed, an interesting
selection of Edwardian Exhibition items
inc, Glasgow Exhibition 1901 Yacht races
programme, Advertising card, Hamilton
Caldwell & Sons company booklet, Dinner &
luncheon invitations, Pictorial B&W Cotton
square depicting Lord Provosts of Glasgow from
1834, loose Photographs of Exhibition,Album
of reprints of the exhibition, Large cardboard
postcard of the Scottish National Exhibition
Edinburgh 1908, Booklets of 1911 Glasgow,
Glasgow and the Clyde, booklet, 1901 Ehibition
booklet, Wembley Exhibition booklet, 1929
North East coast Exhibition booklet, etc Fair
V/G £40-60

653.
Ephemera, Matchboxes, a collection
of approx 2500 labels/books,1960’s 80’s,
presented in 17 albums, corner slip mounted,
themed including, shops, restaurants and pubs,
cricket badges, dogs, flowers, beers, hotels,
sports, Austrian, cars, British ships, British
Naval Ships, car racing, cigarettes, trains, bikes,
Cornwall, Spain, football, foreign, birds, shops
and businesses, match manufacturers, beers,
pubs and hotels, historic, match play, paintings,
comic, boats, oversized, love is, cars, erotic,
dogs, cricket badges, Navy badges, Spain,
winners, planes, camel, clubs and casinos,
Malta, West Country, star signs, pheasants and
partridges, match manufacturers, businesses,
pubs and hotels, ships, sport, Spain, winners,
lifeboat, football, paintings, foreign, dogs, pub
signs, etc, poor V/G (2) £30-50
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659.
Ephemera, a Liverpool International
Exhibition of Navigation, Commerce and
Industry white metal brooch, together with
three Newcastle Exhibition 1929 badges,
Manchester Royal Jubilee Exhibition 1887,
fold over tooled leather ticket, and white
metal medallion, Glasgow 1938 lion & ribbon
badge, Glasgow 1911 gilt fob ,two badges, two
pendants and brooch. Parcel. £50-100

654.
Ephemera, Matchboxes, a large
collection of several hundred boxes and books,
complete and covers inc, Foreign, vintage, UK,
advertising, picture type, thematic, novelty, etc
(4). £50-100
655.
Ephemera, Photographs,
two
vintage albums and loose examples, approx
100, mostly Edwardian, inc, Portrait of a
soldier, Wedding group, Boy with cricket bat,
Vera Lynn, Soldiers, animals, children, babies,
Buildings, Man next to shell, School children,
Motorbike and sidecar, etc Parcel £30-50
656.
Ephemera,
Book,
“Exposition
Universelle “ Paris 1900, a comprehensive
account in picture form of exhibition, Art,
Funiture,Dress, vehicles, castings and more.
£30-50
657.
Ephemera, Matchboxes, a collection
of approx 2500 labels/books,1960’s - 80’s,
presented in 18 albums, corner slip mounted,
themed including, restaurants, pubs and
hotels, cigarettes, dogs, Devon, aircraft,
Aesop’s fables, moths, animals, birds, London
views, flowers, match play, cricket badges,
businesses, oversized, erotic, comic, clubs
and casinos, American, restaurants, pub and
hotels, small businesses, BOAC, clubs, cigarette
manufacturers, redheads, beers, flags, cars,
trains, animals and birds, India, pub signs,
ships, world, tartans, Kings and Queens,
castles, historic buildings, dogs, cars, planes,
lifeboat, hotels and pubs, small businesses,
famous people, London views, pub signs, birds,
flickers, clothing manufacturers, costume,
Riddles of Yesteryear, flags, fish, Spain, Japan,
playing cards, spirits, etc, Poor V/G. (2)
£30-50

658.
Ephemera,
Scottish
National
Exhibition Edinburgh 1908, a group of
commemorative items including two white
metal medals/fobs, white metal stud, two
picture pendants, enamel brooch, souvenir
brass enamelled charm book and needle case
with silk embroidered insert. £50-100

660.
Ephemera, Glasgow International
Exhibition 1901 , a group of souvenir items
inc, Bronze plaque, Hallmarked silver brooch,
six enamelled book charms, eight various coin
type medallions, five pendants ( some silver)
and a souvenir photograph. Parcel. £50-100

Sport
666.
British Sports and Sportsmen, (Past
& Present) Volume 1 & 2 compiled and edited
by ‘The Sportsman’ dated 1908 and numbered
633 out of 1000 printed generally good
condition with with some wear £80-100
667.
Horse Racing, Mackenzie & Selby’s
‘Point to Pointers & Hunter Chasers’ 1971-2000
plus one Point to point Racing Post Hunter
Chase Form Book, thirty in total goodcondition
£40-60
668.
Cheltenham/Derby/National,
Six
books, ‘History Of Derby’ -Mortimer, ‘Classic
Connection’ -Pryor, ‘At the Festival’ - Austen,
‘Cheltenham Gold Cup’ - Welcome, ‘Long Live
the National’ - Hughes & Watson, ‘Favourite
Racehorses’ - Timeform Publications, generally
good condition £60-80
669.
Prix de L’Arc de Triomphe, three
books, 1920-1948 Arthur Fitzgerald & Michael
Seth-Smith, 1949-1964, 1965-1982 both by
Arthur Fitzgerald good condition £60-80

661.
Ephemera, International Exhibition
Edinburgh 1890, a group of commemorative
items inc, hallmarked silver gilt brooch in
original box, two smaller hallmarked examples
and two white metal coin type medals. (5)
£50-100
662.
Ephemera, International Exhibition,
Industry, Science and Art, Edinburgh 1886, a
group of commemorative items inc Large coin
type medal in original case, five white metal
brooches, two further medallions and white
metal stud. Parcel £50-100
663.
Ephemera, Glasgow Exhibition 1888,
a group of souvenir items inc, Grey Dunn
“biscuit” pin wheel, two hallmarked silver
brooches ( one with pin missing) and white
metal example and a commemorative pencil.
(5) £40-60

670.
The General Stud Book, containing
pedigrees of race horses, Hardback 1929 Vol
XXVI (loose binding, spine missing) Vol I 1891
fifth edition, Vol II 1892 fourth edition, Vol III
1826 the covers of !892 & 1826 have been
refurbished, general condition of pages is good
£100-150
671.
Twelve Horse Racing Books, all
in good condition, Odds & Sods, - Pollard,
Some you Win - Wilson, Barry Brogan Story,
Gentleman George - Duffield & Tanner, Queen
of the Turf - Quintin Gilbey, Bull the Biography
- Wright, Lester Piggot - pictorial biography Wilson plus others £40-60
672.
Horse Racing Books, twenty plus
hardbacks and paperbooks, had backs include
‘Beckhampton’ - Mathieu, ‘Calling in Horses’
-O’sullevan, Frankie, Champion’s Story, ‘The
Classic Racehorse’ - Willett and others £40-60

664.
Ephemera, Glasgow,
East End
Exhibition 1890/91, a cased bronze medallion
in original box together with a selection of
commemorative coins/medals from Exposition
1887, Cork 1902, Dublin 1907, Bradford 1904
and Paris 1855. Parcel £50-100
665.
Ephemera, a enamel advertising
sign, “ International Stores”, yellow lettering
on blck ground with red border, 38cn x 76cm,
some edge damage and rusting. £50-100

673.
Trainers’ Records, Flat 1974 - 1982
and 1984, 1986 & 1987 plus National Hunt
1975-1986 twenty four in total together with
eleven ‘The Horse Racing Writers & Reporters
Association Derby Awards 1967, 1968, 1971,
1978-1984 good condition £40-60
674.
Ruff’s Guide plus, Ruff’s Guide 1968,
1976, 1977, 1981, 1982, 1983, Racing Post
Flat Horses 2001, 2003 - 2005, Racehorses of
2007 Irish Supplement 2007,08,09, Raceform ‘The Effects of the Draw, Guide to The Flat and
others. £50-70

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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682.
Football Magazines 1950/60s,
eleven copies of Charles Buchan Football from
between 1958- 1969, Shoot ten copies 1969,
Goal 1968/1970 plus various other publications
and photographs £40-60
683.
World Cup Programme 1966,
programme in good condition with some wear
£50-70

688.
Football Books, thirty in total
including two folders of ‘Inside Football’,
three Sky Sports yearbooks 2010, 2011 &
2013, The Sunday Times illustrated history,
Daily Telegraph ‘Total Football’, several books
on Everton, Sports Argus 1959, two Match
annuals 2009/10 plus many more with a
variety of Typhoo player cards from the late
1960s including Best, Moore and Styles and
some other football cards. £60-80

675.
Thoroughbreds/Blood Lines, nine
books in total, Register of Thoroughbred
Stallions 1974 & 1976 plus the 1975 addendum,
Thoroughbred Pedigrees Simplifed - Napier,
Pedigrees of Leading Winners 1912-1959, Early
Records of the Thoroughbred Horse - Prior,
Sires of American Thoroughbreds 1850-1950,
Britsh Blood Lines - Jerdein & Kaye and Dams
of Winners 1915-1947 £60-80
676.
Greyhound/
Horse
Racing/
Gambling, approximately eighty , racingbooks
including hardbacks and paperbacks including
Greyhound Racing (a complete history) Join -up
- Monty Roberts, Encyclopedia of Greyhound
- Genders, The Man they couldn’t Gag - Peter
Wilson, Gambling - Alan Wykes, Gambling on
Goals - Sharpe, Pools Pilot - Herbert, La Chasse
La Peche Les Courses and many more, some
duplicates generally good condition £50-70

684.
World Cup 1966 plus memorablilia,
World Cup 1966 Tournament programme,
teams are written inside, boxed soap on a
rope, cloth World Cup Willie badge, World Cup
book, small pennant, pen, two scrap books
from the period with press cuttings of the
tournament and matches of that era together
with twenty seven international programmes
featuring England dating from 1950 to 2002
that include V Argentina 1951, Scotland 1965
and Czechoslovakia 1966 and five ticket stubs
from the 1970s. £40-60
685.
Cup Final/Schools’ programmes,
twenty two programmes from a variety of
finals including 1951, 1952, 1953, 1960, 1961,
1964 & 1965 FA cups plus a 1949 FA cup
final programme with a card programme of
the same final, eight Schools’ International
programmes dating from 1953 to 1968 with
three ticket stubs for these matches and three
The Topical Times Football books 1965, 1966
and 1967 , generally good condition with some
writing on some programmes £40-60

677.
Horse Racing Prints, five framed and
glazed two specific to Lester Piggott, The Five
Greatest I Ever Rode 700mm x 880mm and
Tribute to Lester Piggott by Stuart McIntyre
630mm x 470mm plus Grand National
Winners - twenty five John Player cigarette
cards 460mm x 29mm, The Spirit Behind the
National 410mmx 410mm and We Three Kings,
Arkle, Red Rum & Desert Orchind 870mm x
620mm £50-80

691.
Rugby,
approximately
seventy
programmes from internationals from the
1990s and early 2000s, plus books f Bll McLaren
‘Rugby’s Great Heroes & Entertainers’, Band of
Brothers, Grand Slam Champions ( England),
Rugby Trivia book, The Sanyo Cup cushion, St
Pat’s 2002 Guiness miniature violin, a Jason
Robinson stretchy mascot plus a brown rugby
tankard and a bottle ‘Sweet Chariot’ World Cup
1999 £50-80

679.
Shoot
Magazines,
1980s,
approximately two hundred and fifty generally
in good condition £60-80

681.
Shoot
Magazines,
1970s
approximately one hundred and seventy
generally good condition £80-100
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690.
La Passione Collection I’ a print of
horses and racing car hand signed by Chris
Rea as it was one of eight featured in Chris
Rea’s film ‘La Passione’ 670mm x 800mm
£40-60

686.
Football Prints, England celebration
of triumphs including prints of 1966 team,
programme plus pictures of Beckham, Lineker
and others 840mmx 580mm together with a
print celebrating Chelsea with copies of final
programmes and pictures of famous players,
Wilkins, Drogba, Lampard and others 800mm
x 570mm, generally good condition £40-60

678.
Shoot
Magazines,
1990s,
approximately three hundred generally in good
condition £60-80

680.
Shoot
Magazines,
1980s,
approximately two hundred and fifty generally
in good condition £60-80

689.
Football Autographs, two large
scrap books containing over two hundred and
fifty pages of press and magazine cuttings with
the majority signed by players mainly from the
1960s and early 70s including most of the 1966
World Cup squad plus Cliff Jones, Freddie Hill,
Fran Lee, Mike Summerbee, Johnny Haynes,
George Best, Jimmy Armfield and numerous
others, there are a number of duplicates
together with some photographs taken by the
vendor which are also signed, Peter Shilton,
Kevin Keegan and Steve Foster £150-250

687.
1923 FA Cup Final, programme for FA
Final Bolton Wanders V West Ham United April
28th 1923, some discolouration to some pages
and the spine has been taped together with
the printed serviette which is folded unevenly
but in pretty good condition considering the
paper it is made from. £300-500

692.
Horse Racing, Bangor-on-Dee race
badges, twenty six in total, 1993 green/white
cord, 1995 green x 2, 1996 red, 1997 green/
white x 2, 1998 green x 2, 2000 red x 2, 20022009 various coloured cords, all doubles except
for 2002 x 3 and 2005 x 1, good condition
£60-80
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693.
Horse Racing, Haydock Park badges,
twenty two in total, 1975, 1991, 1992 x 7,
1993, 1994 x 6, 1995 x 3 and 1997 x 3 good
condition £40-60
694.
Horse Racing, Kempton Park badges,
twenty in total, 1956 x 2, 1963, 1973, 1980,
1982, 1984, 1986 x2, 1987 x 2, 1990, 1991,
1997 x3, 1997/8, 2002/3, 2003/4 and 2004/5
good condition £60-80

701.
Cricket, four miniature bats,
three mounted in display case with printed
autographs, Australia tour side 1956 & 1953
plus England 5th test Oval 1953 together 18
signatures on a miniature bat from MCC 1995
squad £40-60

695.
Horse Racing, Aintree three badges,
1972, 1995 and 1998, Pontefract eighteen race
badges, 1979, 1984, 1987, 1991 x 2, 1993 x 2,
1998 x 2, 1999, 2002 x 3, 2003, 2005 x 2 and
2009 x 2, Wolverhampton badge 1995/96,
Lingfield badge 1964, good condition £60-80

696.
Horse Racing, thirty humorous prints
mainly 270mm x 330mm some titles The Rare
Breed, Ascot Hats, On the Nose and A Big
Winner, all sealed and in excellent condition
£40-60
697.
Horse Racing, Bath badges 1992,
1993 x 2, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998, 2001, 2002
and 2003 plus Wincanton badges 1985, 1986,
1987, 1988 x 2, 1990, 1995, 2001 x 2 and 2003
good condition £40-60
698.
Horse Racing, Sandown badges
twenty two in total, 1923, 1931, 1935, 1959
x 2, 1964, 1966 x 2 pin/cord, 1973, 1976,
1980,1982, 1984, 1991, 1996/7, 1997/8 x 2,
1998, 2001 x 2, 2002 plus a centenary 18751975 good condition £60-80

702.
Of Britain Strong Man Interest, an
interesting Victorian silver presentation small
tankard by John and Edward Barnard, with
engraved inscription “First Prize Weight Lifting
4 Lifts Total 843 From Prof. J.W. Atkinson To
T.E. Previer June 11th 1898”, together with a
Newspaper Cuttings album full of clippings
from the 1890s and early 1900s, also two Carte
de visite of T. Pevier, several Wrestling and
Weight Lifting posters mentioning Pevier and
other stars of the time, some posters stuck into
album £200-300

710.
A Willian IV Mahogany Sideboard,
with three frieze drawers on four tapered
column supports (scroll legs), united by a later
stretcher 121 cm wide x 76 cm high x 55 cm
deep £60-100

Furniture
703.
A Victorian oak Glastonbury style
armchair, with X frame and well carved arms
and back support £50-100
704.
A Georgian oak single chair, with
a pierced splat and shaped back rail, slip in
upholstered seat £30-50
705.
A 19th Century mahogany and
strung sofa table, on slender tapering legs
with casters, single drawer and dummy
£50-100
706.
A Georgian mahogany inlaid elbow
chair, the upholstered back and seat, in a cross
banded frame, on square tapered supports
£50-100
707.
A large Royal Keshan cream ground
carpet, having central diamond medallion, with
multiple borders, 366 cm x 275 cm, together
with a smaller example, 240 cm x 170 cm, AF
(2) £50-100

699.
Horse Racing, Wetherby badges
thirty eight in total, 1977/8, 1980/1, 1982/3 x
2, 1983/4 x 4, 1984/5 x 5, 1985/6 x 2, 1986/7
x 3, 1990/1 x 2, 1991/2 x 3,, 1992/3,1993/4 x
2, 1993/4 x2, 1994/5 x 3, 1995/6 x 3, 1997/8,
1996/7, 2002/3 and a centenary medal good
condition £80-100
700.
Horse Racing, print ‘Prix De Diane
Hermes’ Dimanche 15 Juin 1986, appears to
be limited edition No 00581, 520mm x 720mm
plus a pastel sketch 440mm x 340mm ‘Tic-Tac
man’ 1994 Alan Brassington both framed and
glazed £50-70

709.
A late 19th Century ebonised and
burr maple inverted breakfront sideboard,
central panel door with Jasper style plaque of a
classical maiden, flanked by two glazed panels,
on bun feet, 130 cm wide x 110 cm high x 44
cm deep loose brass work, remaining pieces
present £300-500

711.
A 19th Century Biedermeier cabinet,
with single frieze drawer above four bun feet,
86 cm wide x 85 cm high x 45 cm deep £50-80
712.
A Victorian mahogany satinwood
inlaid davenport, 53 cm wide x 77 cm high x 54
cm deep £50-80
713.
A Victorian walnut carved pole
screen, shield shaped screen with embroidered
needlework depicting Britannia with a map of
the world, 53 cm wide x 150 cm high, together
with a mahogany pedestal wine table (2)
£100-200
714.
A Georgian oak corner cabinet, with
single panel door, brass hinges, opens to reveal
a drawer and fitted interior, 75 cm wide x 108
cm high x 40 cm deep £50-100
715.
An Edwardian mahogany fold over
desk, with hinged mechanism to reveal a
sloping desk with leather inset, single frieze
drawer, tapered legs with brass casters, (fully
extended) 105 cm wide x 79 cm high x 45 cm
deep £100-150

708.
A large Turkoman woollen carpet,
all over central gull pattern surrounded by a
multiple decorative border 287 cm long x 191
cm wide £100-120

716.
A Georgian mahogany two-tier
tripod dumbwaiter, with demi-lune drop
leaves on curved square tapered supports and
brass castors, 66 cm wide x 90 cm high x 66cm
deep £120-180

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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725.
An upper section of a globewernicke bookcase, with foldaway panel door,
87 cm wide x 48 cm high x 37 cm deep £50-100
726.
A
late
18th
Century
oak
housekeeper’s cabinet, the rectangular
moulded top above a pair of panel doors,
flattened panel sections beneath, opening to
reveal a shelved interior and two long drawers
to base on block supports, 140 cm wide x 119
cm high x 48 cm deep £150-250
727.
A late 19th Century stained pine and
beech raised glazed gun cabinet, dark green
interior, 183 cm wide x 191 cm high x 44 cm
deep £50-100
717.
A 19th Century brass and copperbound barrel shaped log basket, with hinged
lid, twin handles, 41 cm diameter x 44 cm high
£250-350

731.
A Georgian twin pedestal mahogany
dining table, four swept legs to each pedestal
with tapered reeded decoration, stylised paw
brass feet on brass castors, moulded top, (fully
extended) 220 cm long x 72 high x 136 cm
wide, both pedestals with tilt action, with small
extra-leaf to make a single breakfast table
£600-800

718.
A Georgian mahogany cut-down
wash stand, a nest of three graduated tables
and a stained beech piano stool (3) £50-100
719.
A early oak hall chair, with a heart
shaped back rail, together with an oak carver
with embroidered seat and a Georgian single
chair (3) £50-100
720.
A George III mahogany D end dining
table, with single leaf, on tapered square
supports, chequered-strung along the edge,
(extended) 175 cm wide x 73 cm high x 101 cm
deep £100-150
721.
A late 18th Century oak inlaid coffer,
the hinged top above an architectural frieze
inlaid with light oak lozenges, on oak supports,
later lid, 130 long x 69 cm high x 57 cm deep
£100-150
722.
A Georgian cupboard with a twinpanel door cupboard, opens to reveal a
shelved interior, 102 cm long X 106 cm high X
53 cm deep £50-100

728.
A George III mahogany tambour
fronted writing table, with pull-out front, fitted
interior, raised desk, on tapered supports with
brass castors, stamped ‘E & W. I.D.Co’ (East and
West India Doc Company) on front right leg,
reputably part of the London authority of St
Katherine Dock, 108 cm wide x 106 cm high x
68 cm deep £400-600
729.
A Georgian astragal glazed elevated
cabinet, with a single panel glazed door on a
plinth style base, solid panel cupboard, fitted
shelf interior, 71 cm wide x 257 cm high x 47
cm deep £200-300

732.
A 19th Century continental gilt
wood marble-topped console table, with
a serpentine front, cabriole legs, pierced
scroll leaf and shell design, 65 cm wide
(approximately) x 80 cm high x 33 cm deep
£200-300
733.
A Victorian gilt gesso framed looking
glass, of rectangular form with architectural
column supports, stylised floral frieze, with
bevelled glass, 71 cm wide x 139 cm high x 9.5
cm deep £150-250
734.
A pair of Georgian dining chairs,
with vase shaped pierced back splats, scroll
top rails, reeded backs and leather slip-in seats
on square supports, together with a Georgian
mahogany carver with scroll back splat,
serpentine seat, on square supports (3)
£150-250
735.
A set of four Georgian mahogany
dining chairs, with pierced back splats, scroll
carved top rails and embroidered floral slip-in
seats (4) £120-180

723.
A Georgian oak chest on a stand,
moulded top placed above two short and two
long drawers, on a contemporary associated
arched stand with turned support, block feet
united by a stretcher, 85 cm wide x 140 cm high
x 57 cm deep £300-500
724.
A Georgian stained mahogany
tray top commode, with oak lined drawer on
tapered square supports, brass handles, 52 cm
wide x 79 cm high x 47 cm deep £50-100
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730.
A Regency mahogany cellarette,
tambour top with a grate finial, opening to
reveal a fitted interior, on tapered reeded
supports and brass castors and swan-neck
handles, 52 cm wide x 71 high x 40 cm deep
£400-600

736.
A set of six Georgian mahogany
dining chairs, with pierced vase shaped back
splats above scroll carved back rails, floral slipin seats with black fronts and cabriole front
supports and swept back legs (6) £300-500
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737.
A Chinese floral woollen carpet,
decorated with central oval panel on a beige
ground surrounded by a floral border, label to
the underside ‘Tai Ping’, areas of staining, 315
cm wide x 462 cm long £200-300

745.
A modern pine bookcase, 80 cm
wide x 91 cm high x 19 cm deep, together with
an ‘RT Jamieson’ mahogany side table with
single frieze drawer on cabriolet legs, 77 cm
wide x 73 cm high x 50 cm deep (2)
£50-100

754.
An Early 20th Century mahogany
extending dining table, with two extra leaves,
winding mechanism, on cabriole legs with
acanthus leaf tops, claw and ball feet on metal
castors, 124 cm diameter x 106 cm wide x 75
cm deep (unextended) £120-180

746.
A 1930’s oak linen Eddershaws of
Swansea hall cupboard, pair of panel drawers,
a fitted shelf and hanging interior, 76 cm wide
x 153 cm high x 49 cm deep £50-100

755.
A late 19th Century mahogany salon
suite, comprising two carved and two single
chairs, with stylized leaf and berry design,
green velvet upholstery, together with a green
single chair (5) £100-150
756.
An Edwardian mahogany salon
suite, comprising two arm chairs and two
single chairs with a mahogany inlaid corner
chair (5) £50-100

738.
A modern kaimuri woollen carpet,
decorated with a central oval medallion
surrounded by a scroll and floral designs upon
a dark blue ground, surrounded by multiple
borders, 267 cm wide x 370 cm long £100-200

757.
An Edwardian mahogany singleglazed door display cabinet, fitted with two
drawers, inlaid with satinwood, 63 cm wide x
138 cm high x 32 cm depth £50-100

739.
A super keshan woollen carpet,
(minor damage to one end), 275 cm wide x 358
cm long £100-200
740.
A Victorian mahogany seat and
stained beech curved office chair, with
cushion tub back on turned supports and brass
and ceramic castors, together with a captains
swivel chair (2) £50-100
741.
A telescopic iron standard lamp,
with an interesting embroidered stem (possibly
Tuckerman) £50-100

747.
A mahogany bow fronted chest of
drawers, two short over three long graduated
drawers with oval brass handles with thistle
decorations, on swept bracket supports, 92cm
wide X 106 cm high X 58 cm deep £100-200
748.
An early 19th Century oak coffer,
with hinged top (split), above a moulded front
with two frieze drawers, 113 cm wide x 67 cm
high x 52 cm deep £50-100

758.
A 19th Century walnut low chair,
with modern upholstery and matched seat
£50-100
759.
A 19th Century stained beech
armchair, in modern floral upholstery in green
£50-100
760.
An early Victorian mahogany
sideboard, with shaped arched top, three
frieze drawers above four panel drawers
revealing a fitted interior, one with a cellarette,
200 cm wide x 162 cm high x 63 cm deep
£50-100
761.
A Victorian stained beech armchair,
with button back upholstery, turned supports
on ceramic castors, together with another
upholstered Victorian armchair, a mahogany
carver and a single chair (4) £50-100

749.
A pair of modern teak bedside
cabinets, 50 cm wide x 55 cm high x 50 cm
deep (af) £50-100

742.
An 18th Century oak coffer, the
moulded hinged top above a panelled front
fitted with three base drawers, all crossbanded with chamfered reeded side (heavily
af), 140 cm wide x 87 cm high x 55 cm deep,
together with an oak and mahogany crossbanded Georgian corner cabinet with arched
panel door and a fitted interior, 75 cm wide x
99 cm high x 45 cm deep (2) £100-150
743.
Two Georgian mahogany tripod
tables, both with circular tops (one repaired)
7cm diameter & 54 cm diameter £50-100

750.
An early 20th Century pitch pine
food safe, moulded panel door with airer and
lock, five drawers, 91 cm wide x 140 cm high x
43 cm deep £50-100
751.
A pair of gilt mirrors, with bevelled
glass, a smaller gilt framed arched example, a
rectangular example and two others (5)
£100-200
752.
A modern pine kitchen refectory
table and matching bench, 142 cm wide x 75
cm high x 72.5 cm deep £50-100
753.
A 19th Century pine settle, with
plank back, 110 cm wide x 150 cm high x 40 cm
deep £100-150

744.
A collection of oak furniture,
including a large Georgian corner cabinet, a
17th Century style hall chair with green man
decoration, a two-tier occasional table and a
pair of barley twist dining chairs (5) £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

762.
A pair of Willian IV mahogany
framed sofas, with reeded scroll arms, on
turned supports and brass and ceramic castors,
one missing the central supports, both in need
of attention (2) 214 cm wide x 95 cm high x 79
cm deep (2) £400-600
763.
A Victorian sheraton revival
mahogany and cross-banded sideboard, bow
fronted with single frieze drawer, flanked by
a pair of panel drawers, on tapered supports
with spade feet, 168 cm wide x 91 cm high x
63 cm deep, together with a late 19th Century
mahogany tilt top breakfast table on tripod
base, brass castors 70 cm wide x 96 cm high x
76 cm deep (2) £50-100
764.
Three Georgian mahogany single
chairs, with pierced back splats and curved
back rails, slip-in seats (3) £50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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765.
A Victorian birch veneered wash
stand, with shaped top and apron, single frieze
drawer, turned column supports, column back
rests, on a plinth base with bun feet, 98 cm
wide x 98 cm high x 43 cm deep £100-150
766.
A set of three Willian VI rosewood
dining chairs, with carved leaf and scroll back
rail, double vase shape back rest, flat fronted
seats and turned tapered supports (3)
£100-200

780.
Guinness Brothers Ltd. table top
snooker board, with scoreboard, balls and two
cues, 93 cm wide x 185 cm deep £30-50
781.
A modern wool Shirawan Caucasian
carpet, also known as a Shiravan, with purple
ground, 230 cm x 150 cm £50-100

770.
An Edwardian oak twin pedestal
partners desk, the rectangular top with green
leather inset, on a pair of pedestal supports,
one side fitted with drawers, the opposite with
cupboards, brass swan-neck handles, 146 cm
wide x 78 cm high x 92 cm deep £100-150

782.
A 19th Century walnut veneered
and marbled topped pot cupboard, with
hinged door, revealing shelved interior, 76 cm
high x 41 cm diameter £70-90

771.
A 19th Century mahogany long case
clock, with 8 day movement by William Nash
Bridge, including a pendulum and one weight,
no keys (for restoration) £100-150
772.
A pair of large twelve-branch brass
electroliers, the twelve scroll arms on shaped
column supports (one missing the bulbous
end), together with a set of modern chromed
wall lights and a pair of brass wall lights
£100-200

767.
A Victorian walnut and satinwood
loo table, the quarter veneered oval top
with inlaid floral design on an ornate carved
quadripartite support, on brass castors, 106 cm
wide x 72 cm high x 72 cm deep £150-200

773.
Two modern bevelled glass gilt
framed wall mirrors, 130 cm high x 99 cm
wide, the other 107 cm high x 76 cm wide (2)
£100-200
774.
An early 19th Century 8-day
longcase clock, with arched lacquered brass
dial and silvered chapter ring, by Arthur
Bristow, Eversley, in cross-banded oak case,
with key, weights and pendulum, 214 cm tall
£150-250
775.
A six-branch brass and moulded
glass electrolier by Jos. Zahn & Co. £100-200
776.
An eight-branch brass and moulded
glass electrolier by Jos. Zahn & Co. £100-200

785.
A pair of Herman Miller fibreglass
shell office chairs, in two-tone brown, on
column support and four legs on black plastic
castors, labelled ‘Herman Miller’ and stamped
9th Feb 1978 on underside (2) £120-180

777.
A modern resin bear stick stand, in
the Black Forest style £100-120
778.
An Edwardian wall mounted display
cabinet, 56 cm wide x 103 cm high x 19 cm
deep £50-100
779.
An early 20th Century gilt gesso oval
mirror, bevelled glass within a scrolling leaf
frame, 92 cm long x 56 cm wide £50-100
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784.
A 20th Century MCM Ray Wilkes
for Herman Miller ‘Chicklet’ sofa, two seater,
Herman Miller label to metal support, 151 cm
wide x 65 cm deep x 70 cm high £150-250

786.
A 1960’s lounge chair designed
by Peter Hoyte, covered in black vinyl and
a grey steel base, original Peter Hoyte label
underneath. The white chair has a black steel
base. 71cm wide / 90cm deep / 93cm high /
37cm high £120-180

768.
An Italian Sorrento inlaid 19th
Century fold over desk, constructed of
olivewood, the inlaid top displaying a pastoral
scene of a seated couple, opens to reveal
a fitted interior above a base frieze drawer,
supported on four turned barley twist legs with
bracket feet, 69 cm wide x 76 cm high x 46 cm
deep £100-200
769.
An Edwardian Irish housekeepers
cabinet by ‘Hodges and Sons Ltd Dublin’, the
mahogany veneered cabinet with glazed upper
section above four graduated long drawers,
on bracket supports, label to the verso, 58
cm wide x 122 cm high x 47 cm deep (signs of
worm which has been treated)
£50-100

783.
A late 19th Century rosewood and
inlaid two tier occasional table, with revolving
lower gallery section, on a tripod base 69 cm
high x 55 cm diameter £100-150

787.
A pair of Fasem Italian tubular steel
and leather dining chairs, after a design by
Mart Stam, labels to underside ‘Fasem April 88’
£100-200
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788.
A 1960’s Heals office chair, with
metal seat and back, slip in upholstered seats
on four stainless steel legs and four castors
£50-100
789.
A Joe Columbo boby trolley, in
yellow, labelled ‘bieffeplast padova Italia’ 73
cm high x 43 cm wide x 41 cm deep £40-60
790.
A pair of Thoney style bentwood
café chairs, with solid press moulded wooden
seats (2) £50-100

799.
An oak occasional table, on cabriole
legs, 62 cm wide x 42 cm high x 45.55 cm deep,
together with another side table fitted with
drawers, 76 cm high x 62 cm wide x 46 cm deep
(2) £50-100
800.
A three-legged oak milking stool,
together with a folding table and a reproduction
wine table (3) £50-100
801.
Three bevel glass mirrors, -3
£50-100

808.
A pair of Georgian mahogany demilune side tables, 109 cm x 72 cm x 58 cm
£50-100
809.
A mahogany two door wardrobe, on
bracket feet, £100-150
810.
An 18th Century oak two panelled
door chest and stand, on associated base, with
turned legs and two frieze drawers, 85 cm x
140 cm x 56 cm £150-250

791.
A modern Mexican leather topped
coffee table, 80 cm diameter £50-100

811.
A two door astragal glazed display
cabinet, 95 cm x 183 cm x 43 cm, AF
£50-100

792.
A regency style ebonised over
mantle mirror, 118 cm wide x 81 cm high
£50-100

812.
A late 19th Century oak side table,
with single drawer, on pad feet, 99 cm x 76 cm
x 57 cm £50-100

793.
A Far Eastern hardwood plant stand,
with ornate stretches base, 38 cm squared x
100 cm high £80-120

813.
A 19th Century mahogany linen
press, panel doors over two short and two long
drawers, 128 cm x 204 cm x 57 cm
£120-180

794.
A pair of Far Eastern hardwood
square stools, with rattan tops, 33 cm squared
x 35 cm high (2) £60-100

814.
An Edwardian bow fronted
wardrobe, with mirrored door, 140 cm x 207
cm x 52 cm £50-100
815.
A mahogany pembroke table, with
single drawer on turned supports, 107 cm x 73
cm x 78 cm extended £50-100
802.
A William IV upholstered armchair,
on turned front supports, swept back legs,
on brass castors, covered all over with flower
upholstery £150-200
803.
A
reproduction
mahogany
breakfront display, having glazed doors, right
door and middle left door damaged, 185cm
wide x 125cm high £50-100
804.
A
late
Victorian
mahogany
Davenport, typical form having three drawers
to one side and dummy drawers to other
£100-120
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796.
A Victorian walnut and inlaid card
table, with swivel top, Tunbridge wear details,
quadripartite base, scroll legs and ceramic
castors, 93 cm wide x 72 cm high x 46 cm deep
£100-200

798.
An Edwardian stained beech twin
pedestal desk, with inlaid leather top, 100 cm
wide x 74 cm high x 60 cm deep
£50-100
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817.
An Art Deco oak and burr walnut
veneered bedroom suite by Bath Cabinet
Makers, comprising single bed, dressing
table with triptych mirror, lights and demilune drawers, a bedside cabinet, a tall boy,
wardrobe and chromed stool, all with chrome
polished handles and glass mounts
£500-700
818.
A pair of Art Deco oak framed tub
chairs, with slipper seats (2)
£60-80

795.
An Edwardian mahogany chequered
strung bureau bookcase, with fall front
revealing a fitted interior, two long drawers, on
cabriole legs, supporting an associated glazed
bookcase, 82 cm wide x 157 cm high x 45 cm
deep £100-200

797.
A collection of four Edwardian
occasional tables, including one rectangular
example with inlaid top and three tripod
examples (4) £50-100

816.
An upholstered ottoman, with
hinged lid, together with a child’s stained
beech bed, with stencilled Dutch boy and girl,
plus a dumbwaiter
£100-150
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805.
A 19th Century Walnut circular
table, tripod base with hinged top with
moulded edge, 105 cm diameter £150-200
806.
A George III mahogany pembroke
table, 100 cm x 75 cm £120-180
807.
An Edwardian oak galleried two tier
trolley, on later casters, 97 cm x 78 cm x 42 cm
£50-100
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To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve. The prices
shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax together with any
Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future auctions.
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of my
purchases is required.
SIGNED: __________________________________________ DATE: ___________________________
Lot Number
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Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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